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Abstract 
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suitably generalized and we define syntactic algebras so that two tree languages over any alpha- 
bets belong to the same varieties exactly in case their syntactic algebras are isomorphic. Many 
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1. Introduction 
The Variety Theorem of S. Eilenberg has been very useful as a general framework 
for the study of special classes of regular languages. It establishes a bijection between 
varieties of finite monoids and varieties of regular languages (or alternatively, vari- 
eties of finite semigroups and varieties of regular languages without the empty word), 
and almost all interesting families of regular languages turn out to be such varieties 
(cf. [4, IS]). In [24] we generalized the variety theory so that it gives for any variety 
V of algebras of some finite type a bijection between the varieties of finite algebras 
included in V and varieties of subsets of the finitely generated free V-algebras. If this 
V is the variety of all monoids or the variety of all semigroups, we get the corre- 
sponding case of Eilenberg’s theory, and if V is the variety of all C-algebras, where 
C is some given ranked alphabet, i.e. a finite set of operation symbols, we get a the- 
ory of C-tree language varieties. The similar generalization by Almeida [l] includes 
also varieties of congruences as a third component. Earlier ThCrien [27,28] had already 
completed Eilenberg’s original theorem this way by a bijection between the varieties of 
regular languages and the varieties of congruences of free monoids. This extension of 
the Variety Theorem is quite useful since many varieties of languages are defined most 
conveniently in terms of congruences of the free monoids or semigroups. In [25] such 
an extended theory is developed for tree languages. For each ranked alphabet C, this 
theory gives a triple correspondence between varieties of C-tree languages (Z-VTLs, 
for short), varieties of finite C-algebras (C-VFAs), and C-varieties of finite congru- 
ences (C-VFCs), and it seems that the known families of regular tree languages which 
could be expected to be varieties, indeed form C-VTLs when restricted to any given 
C. Moreover, these C-VTLs can often be defined in a natural way by the correspond- 
ing C-VFCs, and each of them can, at least in principle, be characterized by syntactic 
algebras. The fact that each Z-VTL is restricted to tree languages over a fixed ranked 
alphabet is perhaps not a serious shortcoming when one considers some given family 
of regular tree languages since, in general, the family can be studied without assuming 
anything special about the ranked alphabet. Nevertheless, it would be desirable to be 
able to speak generally about, say, the variety of definite tree languages or the variety 
of locally testable tree languages, without specifying the ranked alphabet. In this paper 
such a generalized theory of tree language varieties is proposed. 
The theory presented here does not arise in a straightforward manner from the classi- 
cal variety theory since the situation in the case of tree languages is quite different from 
that of string languages. A string language over any alphabet is a subset of a finitely 
generated monoid and its syntactic algebra is therefore always a monoid. Hence, the 
type of the algebras involved is fixed although one considers languages over all finite 
alphabets. In the theory of tree languages the ranked alphabets play two roles: their 
symbols are building blocks from which trees are constructed, but they also represent 
the operations of the term algebras in which the tree languages are subsets. From the 
latter fact it follows that the type of the syntactic algebra of a given tree language 
depends on the ranked alphabet of the tree language. One solution to this dilemma 
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would be to replace the syntactic algebras by some syntactic invariants of a fixed type. 
Natural candidates for this are the syntactic monoids of tree languages introduced by 
Thomas [29,30]. In fact, some families of tree languages have been characterized by 
their syntactic monoids (cf. [15, 161). However, such characterizations of families of 
tree languages by syntactic monoids do not yield an explicit definition of a variety 
of tree languages. Moreover, we shall see that a definition of tree language varieties 
based on syntactic monoids would necessarily be more restrictive than ours. This is 
not surprising as the congruences defining syntactic monoids represent a much greater 
abstraction from the tree structure than the congruences defining syntactic algebras. The 
idea of a formalism using categories has also been proposed, but it is not clear how 
the combinatorial and geometric properties of trees used for defining various families 
of tree languages could be captured in such a theory. To base the theory on type-free 
algebras is also problematic since each tree language is so intimately connected with 
some ranked alphabet. In the interesting new approach to the classification of regular 
tree languages proposed by Wilke [3 1,321 a tree language is regarded as a set of ele- 
ments of sort ‘tree’ in a 3-sorted ‘tree algebra’, and our syntactic algebras are replaced 
by ‘syntactic tree algebras’. However, this theory is designed for binary trees only, and 
it does not give an explicit definition of a tree language variety in our sense. 
In the general theory of tree language varieties to be proposed here we have tried to 
preserve as much as possible of the one-type theory. The parts of a variety of regular 
string languages corresponding to different alphabets depend on each other through the 
condition that a variety should be closed under inverses of morphisms of free monoids 
generated by finite alphabets, and similar conditions are used in the general theories 
[24, l] and in the theory of tree language varieties [25]. For the present generalization 
it appears natural to replace morphisms of term algebras by tree homomorphisms [5,6]. 
However, it is not clear how general tree homomorphisms the condition should concern. 
It seems reasonable to require that they preserve the most essential features of trees. 
Moreover, very general tree homomorphisms will obviously make the required algebraic 
apparatus overly complicated. We started by defining a simple notion of a morphism 
between algebras which may be of different finite types. Specialized to term algebras 
it yields tree homomorphisms which may 
(1) relabel inner nodes without deleting, copying or permuting the subtrees, and 
(2) substitute trees for the leaves labelled by leaf alphabet symbols. 
These mappings generalize morphisms between term algebras and they are almost the 
same as the ‘inner alphabetic tree homomorphisms’ considered by Iurvanen et al. [ 141. 
Hence, our general varieties of tree languages are practically the same as theirs save the 
differences due to our use of separate leaf alphabets. This choice of morphisms means 
in effect that a tree language which is in a given general variety of tree languages 
remains in the variety even if symbols are renamed or split into several symbols which 
are in a certain sense equivalent with respect to the tree language. 
For a variety theorem we need also a new notion of a variety of finite algebras. Since 
these must now contain algebras of all finite types, we have to introduce generalized 
subalgebras, morphisms, congruences and direct products which allow transitions from 
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one type to another. We will show that all the basic facts about subalgebras, morphisms, 
congruences and direct products which we need, survive these generalizations. 
Syntactic congruences and syntactic algebras are modified so that two tree languages 
which are in a natural sense similar, have isomorphic syntactic algebras (in a gener- 
alized sense) even if the languages are defined over different alphabets. On the other 
hand, if the syntactic algebras are isomorphic, the tree languages belong to exactly the 
same general varieties of tree languages. This is achieved by augmenting the usual 
syntactic congruence of a tree language with an equivalence relation on the ranked 
alphabet identifying any two symbols which are exchangeable with respect to the lan- 
guage, and the generalized syntactic algebra is defined over a ranked alphabet where 
all such pairs have been merged. 
In Section 2 we introduce some general notation and the most basic concepts. Our 
formalism is similar to the formalisms used in [6,25]. For the universal algebra needed 
here [3] is good general reference. 
In Section 3 we develop the basic theory of our generalized universal algebra to the 
extent it is needed here. Most of the proofs are omitted since they can be obtained 
by simple modifications from the classical theory. Section 4 introduces generalized 
varieties of finite algebras (GVFAs) which contain algebras of all finite types. The class 
operators S,, H, and Psr which correspond to our generalized subalgebras, morphisms 
and finite direct products satisfy the same commutation relations as the classical S-, H- 
and Pr-operators, and the GVFA generated by any class K of finite algebras (of finite 
type) can be represented in the form H,S,P,+(K), but we also note the alternative 
representation HSPsr(K) which simplifies some proofs. 
As a preparation for the generalizations, we recall in Section 5 syntactic congruences 
and syntactic algebras of tree languages from [24,25] adding a few facts related to 
generalized morphisms. In Section 6 our new forms of these notions are introduced. 
Generalized tree language varieties (GVTLs) are considered in Section 7. The list 
of examples of GVTLs includes many well-known families of regular tree languages. 
In fact, it seems that any natural family of regular tree languages which could be ex- 
pected to be a variety, is a GVTL. In Section 8 we introduce varieties of g-congruences 
(GVFCs). 
In Section 9 the mappings which map GVFAs to GVTLs and GVFCs, GVTLs 
to GVFAs and GVFCs, and GVFCs to GVFAs and GVTLs are defined. They are 
shown to form pairs of mutually inverse isomorphisms between the complete lattices 
of GVFAs, GVTLs and GVFCs. Moreover, we prove the composition laws for these 
mappings which show that GVFAs, GVTLs and GVFCs form natural triples. These 
results taken together form the Variety Theorem for tree language families without a 
fixed ranked alphabet, and they show that any GVTL can be defined by our reduced 
syntactic algebras. 
In Section 10 more evidence in favour of the theory is provided by showing that any 
family of tree languages which can be defined by syntactic monoids is a GVTL. We 
also give concrete examples of GVTLs which cannot be defined by syntactic monoids. 
Hence the GVTLs definable by syntactic monoids form a subclass of the class of all 
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GVTLs. As a conclusion of the paper we mention in Section 11 some further questions 
and topics to be considered. 
2. Preliminaries 
For a relation p (CA x B), the fact that (a, 6) E p is expressed also by writing either 
apb or a % b (p). We denote the product {(a,c)~A x C: (3bEB)[a8b,bpc]} of two 
relations 0 (CA x B) and p (CB x C) by f1 o p. The set of all equivalence relations 
on a set A is denoted by Eq(A). If 0 E Eq(A) and a E A, we denote the H-class of a 
by a/fI or by a@. The quotient set A/8 is the set of all these O-classes. The diagonal 
relation {(a, a ): a E A} and the universal relation A x A of a set A are denoted by A4 
and 94, respectively. 
If cp : A --f B is a mapping and a E A, we often write acp instead of cp(a). Sim- 
ilarly, for H CA and K C B, we may denote cp(H) = {q(a): a E H} by Hq, and 
q-‘(K) = {a E A: q(a) E K} by Kq-' This notation is applied especially to morphisms. 
The product of two mappings cp : A +B and $:B+C is the mapping &:A+C, a- 
(q)+. If 9 : A + B is a mapping and 0 C B x B, then the relation cp o 0 o cp-’ (CA x A) 
is denoted by 0,. Clearly, a = b (0,) iff aq = bq(B) (a, b E A), and if 8 E Eq(B), then 
f1, E Eq(A). In the special case 0 = A A, 8, is the usual kernel ker cp of cp. With each 
equivalence 8 E Eq(A) we associate the canonical mapping vg : A + A/O, a H a/H. 
All algebras considered here are of finite type, and we call finite sets of operation 
symbols ranked alphabets. The Greek capitals C, Q. r and Y always denote ranked 
alphabets. For any m 20, the set of m-at-y symbols in a ranked alphabet C is denoted 
by C,. The runk fype of z is the set r( 1) = {m E N: C, # 8). A C-ulgebru ,d is a 
pair (A, (,f,“: ,f E C)) consisting of a nonempty set A of elements and a C-indexed 
family of operations on A such that for f E c,,p’ : A”’ ---f A is an m-ary operation 
on A. We shall write simply d = (A,C). Subalgebras, morphisms, congruences and 
direct producrs are defined as usual (cf. [3]). In Section 3 we consider generalizations 
of these notions. The set (and the lattice) of all congruences of an algebra .d is denoted 
by Con(&). 
The letters X, Y and Z denote ordinary finite alphabets. When X is an alphabet and 
C a ranked alphabet, they are assumed to be disjoint. The set T(C,X) of I-terms over 
X is the smallest set T of strings such that ( 1) J5a U X C T, and (2) J’(ti , , t, ) E T 
whenever m>O, ,f E C, and tl,..., t, E T. The elements of T(C,X) are regarded also 
as formal representations of finite labelled, left-to-right ordered trees, and we call them 
IX-trees, or simply trees. Subsets of T(C,X) are called CX-languages, or simply tree 
lunyuuyes. The ZX-term algebra F(C,X) = (T(C,X), C) is defined so that 
(1) c’ ‘-(z.x)=c for CEC~, and 
(2) .f T(z+yt,,..., t,)=f(tl,..., tm) for m>O,f’EC, and ti ,..., t,gT(z,X). 
A basic property of 3(1,X) is that every mapping x :X + .d of X into any 
C-algebra d = (A, C) extends in a unique way to a morphism ‘@ : .F(C,X) + .d. 
If t E T(C,X), then tcrd is the value of t when evaluated in ,d for the values assigned 
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by a to the ‘variables’ in X. The algebra d may be regarded as a tree automaton, and 
then tw” is the state in which & reaches the root of t when started at any x-labelled 
leaf in state xc( for each x in X. This suggests the following notion of a (deterministic 
frontier-to-root) tree recognizer (cf. [6]). 
A ZX-recognizer A = (sJ, CI, F) consists of a finite C-algebra & = (A, C), an initial 
assignment CI :X + A and a set F (&A) of jinal states. The tree language recognized 
by A is T(A) = {t E T(C,X): tee” E F}. A CX-language T is recognizable if T = T(A) 
for some CX-recognizer A. The set of all recognizable CX-languages is denoted by 
Rec(C,X). 
3. Some generalized algebra 
For the theory of tree language varieties which contain CX-languages for any C 
and X, the basic notions of universal algebra must be generalized so that algebras of 
different finite types can be considered together. 
We call a ranked alphabet Q a subalphabet of a ranked alphabet C and write 52 C C, 
if Q, C C, for all m 2 0. Obviously, 52 & C implies r(Q) C r(C). 
Definition 3.1. Let D 5 C. An Q-algebra 2? = (B, Q) is an Q-subalgebra of a C-algebra 
S=(A,Z), if B CA, and f” is the restriction of y” to B for all f E Q. A subset 
B of A is an Q-closed subset of d, if f,“(al ,...,am)EB for all m>O, f ESZ, and 
at,..., a, E B. The set of all Q-closed subsets of d is denoted by Subo(d). Without 
specifying the subalphabet, we speak about generalized subalgebras, or g-subalgebras 
for short. 
There is a natural bijection between the Q-subalgebras and the nonempty C&closed 
subsets of any C-algebra &’ (Sz C: C), and hence nonempty Q-closed subsets are also 
called Gsubalgebras. Since Subo(d) is a closure system on A we may define the 
R-subalgebra generated by a subset H of A, 
(H)~d,a = f--) {B E Suba( ff C B), 
whenever H # 0 or Szc # 0. The C-subalgebras of a C-algebra are its usual subalgebras. 
For these we use the simpler notations Sub(d) and (H)d. 
Definition 3.2. An assignment of a ranked alphabet C into a ranked alphabet 52 is a 
mapping a: C -+ Q such that z(C,) 2 G!, for all m 20. The product of two assignments 
z:C-+s) and rc:G?-+T is the assignment 21c:C+r defined by fzrc=(ft)K. 
The notion of a morphism between algebras is now generalized as follows. 
Definition 3.3. A generalized morphism (a g-morphism for short) from d = (A, C) to 
98 = (B, 52) is a pair (z, cp), where I : C -+ Q is an assignment and cp : A + B a mapping 
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such that 
f ,“(a, ,...,a,)cp=(f~)“(a,cp,...,a*cp) 
whenever m > 0, f E 1, and at,. , a, E A. This we express by writing (z, cp) : d + J. 
A g-morphism (z, cp) : d --+ 23 is a g-epimorphism, a g-monomorphism or a 
g-isomorphism, if both of the mappings 1 and cp are surjective, injective or bijective, 
respectively. We call 9I a g-image of d if there exists a g-epimorphism (1, cp) : d --f A’. 
Similarly, d and 39 are said to be g-isomorphic, d gg 2 in symbols, if there is a 
g-isomorphism (I, q) : d + &I. 
Any ordinary morphism cp : .c9 + 58 between two Z-algebras may be regarded as a 
g-morphism with the identity mapping of C as the assignment. The following proposi- 
tion lists a few generalizations of some basic facts about morphisms. 
Proposition 3.4. Let d = (A, C), 93 = (B, Q) and %T = (C, r) be algebras. 
(a) If’ (I, cp) : d + SAY and (K, $) : 69 4 ?? ure g-[epi/mono/iso]morphisms, then so is 
their product (uc, cp$) : d + V. 
(b) If’ (z,(p): d-+9!? is a g-morphism, r C !J und SE Subr(B), then Sq-’ E 
Suby(d), where Y = Tr-‘(C C). In particular, if (1, cp) : .d + g is a g-morphism, 
then Sq-’ E Sub(&) for every S E Sub(a). 
(c) Zf ( I, q) : d + B is a g-morphism, Y 5 C and S E Subv(&), then Sq E Subyl(B). 
(d) If (I, cp): d + 98 is u g-morphism, r C C und H CA, then (H)~d,rcp = (Hcp),#,t-,. 
Especially, tf (I, cp) : d + 29 is a g-epimorphism, then (H),dcp = (Hcp)~. 
(e) Let G be a generating set of d, and let (1, cp) : d + 9? and (I, $) : d + 27 be 
two g-morphisms based on the same assignment 1. If (PIG = $IG, then cp = II/. 
Term algebras have the free algebra property also with respect to g-morphisms. 
Proposition 3.5. For any assignment 1: C + 52 and any Q-algebra d = (A, Sz), every 
mapping cpo :X + A has u unique extension to a g-morphism (I, q) : F(C,X) + .d. 
A generalized morphism between two term algebras can be interpreted also as a spe- 
cial tree homomorphism. Let us recall [5,6] that a tree homomorphism h : T(C,X) -+ 
T(SZ, Y) is determined by giving a mapping hx :X + T(Q, Y) and for each m in r(C) 
a mapping h, : Z,,, -+ r(O, Y U Em). Here EM = { i;t , . . , trn} is a set of variables which 
do not appear in the other alphabets involved. Using these mappings, h is defined 
inductively: 
(1) h(x) = hx(x) for x EX; h(c) = ho(c) for c E CO; 
(2) for t = f(tl ,..., tm), h(t)=h,(f)(<l t h(tl) ,..., trn t h(t,,,)) is the QY-tree 
obtained from h,(f) by simultaneously substituting h(t() for ri (i = 1,. . , m). 
The name for the tree homomorphisms defined below is adopted from [14] although 
there no frontier alphabets are used, but nullary symbols are treated as generators. 
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Definition 3.6. A tree homomorphism h : T(C,X) + T(sZ, Y) is an inner alphabetic tree 
homomorphism (an IATH for short), if 
(1) ho(c) E C?o for all c E Co, and 
(2) h,(f)=g(51,...,&) for some gEQ,, whenever m E r(Z), m > 0, and f E C,. 
Note that no special restrictions are placed on hx. An IATH h : T(C,X) + 7’(sZ, Y) 
is a linear, nondeleting tree homomorphism which replaces each C-symbol by an 
Q-symbol without changing the order of subtrees. Each leaf labelled with a letter 
from X is replaced by some SZY-tree. Of course, any ordinary morphism between two 
term algebras with the same ranked alphabet can be regarded as an IATH. 
Proposition 3.7. To every IATH h: T(C,X) --f T(Q, Y) there corresponds a unique 
g-morphism (z,q): F(Z,X)-+F(Q Y) such that tq= h(t) for all ZX-trees t, and 
conversely. 
Proof. Let h : T(C,X) -+ T(l2, Y) be an IATH. The assignment z : C + Q has obviously 
tobedefinedsothatifmEr(C), m>O, f l C,andh,(f)=g(5i,...,&),thenfz=g, 
and if c E &, then cz = ho(c). A g-morphism of the required kind is obtained by 
defining inductively the mapping cp : T(C,X) 4 T(Q, Y) as follows: 
(1) xcp = hx(x) for x EX; cq = ho(c) for c E CO; 
(2) tcp = fl(tl fp, .. . , t,cp) for t = f(t,, . . . , t,). 
The uniqueness of cp follows from Proposition 3.4(e) since I and Xlq = hx are deter- 
mined by h. 
On the other hand, any g-morphism (1, cp) : F(C,X) + F(52, Y) is transformed into 
an equivalent IATH h : T(C,X) + T(Q, Y) as follows: 
(1) hx(x)=xq for XEX; ho(c)=cz for CE&; 
(2) h,(f)=fz(<,,...,&) if m>O and f EC,. 0 
A special IATH zx : T(C,X) + T(Q,X) is associated with any assignment z : C + SE 
and any alphabet X. It is defined by the mappings 
(1) hx(x)=x for XEX; ha(c)=cr for CECO; 
(2) h,(f)= fz(51,...,&) for m>O and f EC,. 
Clearly, zx is surjective iff z is surjective. The following fact is proved by tree induction. 
Lemma 3.8. Let (I, cp) : d + &I be a g-morphism from d = (A, Z) to 92 = (B, 52), X 
an alphabet and M :X --) A a mapping. If p = acp, then ta.“cp = zx(t)p’, for every CX- 
tree t. 
A g-morphism may map two different operation symbols of one algebra to the same 
symbol of the other algebra. To preserve the usual relationships between morphisms, 
congruences and quotient algebras, we generalize also congruences to include equiva- 
lences on the ranked alphabets. By an equivalence relation on a ranked alphabet C 
we mean an equivalence rr on C such that fog implies that f and g have the same 
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arity. We denote by Er(C) the set of equivalence relations on C. If 0 E Er(C), then 
the quotient alphabet C/o is defined so that (Z/q), = {fa: f E Z,} for every m>O. 
Clearly, Y( C/a) = r(C). 
Definition 3.9. A generalized congruence (a g-congruence for short) of d = (A,C) 
is a pair (Q, fI), where CJ E Er(C) and 8 E Con(,&), and for all m 20, f, g E C,,, and 
al,. . ,a,,, E A, fag implies f “(al,. . ra,)Og.‘Y’(al,. ,a,). The set of all g-congruences 
of .Ce is denoted by GCon(.d). 
If (a,@EGCon(d), then for all m30, f,gEZ,,, and al ,..., a,P,,bl,..., b,,,EA, 
.fag,al@bI,..., a,Ob, + fd(a I,. . . ,a,)Bg,“(b~, , b,). 
This follows, of course, from the fact that 0 is a congruence in the usual sense. 
For any algebra d, GCon(.d) forms a complete lattice with respect to the natural 
componentwise order. The theory of pair algebras of Hartmanis and Stearns [7] also 
applies to g-congruences. In fact, g-congruences are special ‘IS-pairs’ in the sense of 
[22]. This means that GCon(d) is a complete pair algebra on the lattice Er(C) x 
Con(d) (cf. [7,23]), a fact expressed by the following proposition. The easy proof is 
omitted. 
Proposition 3.10. The g-congruences of’ any algebra .d = (A, C) jbrm a complete pair 
algebra on Er(Z) x Con(&), i.e. 
( 1) (0, VA ) E GCon( &‘), jbr every (T E Er( I), 
(2) (AX, 0) E GCon(&)), for every ti E Con(,&), and 
(3) !f {(ai,8<): iEZ}CGCon(d), then 
E GCon( &) and 
Proposition 3.10 implies that for every (ordinary) congruence 6’ of J& = (A, Z) there 
is a greatest equivalence M(8) on C such that (M(B), 19) E GCon(d). Similarly, for 
each CJ in Er( C) there is a smallest congruence m(o) E Con(&) such that (0, m(a)) E 
GCon(d). For the general properties of such M- and m-operators we refer the reader 
to [7]. 
Definition 3.11. If p = (a, 0) is a g-congruence of JX! = (A, L), the generalized quotient 
algebra, or g-quotient for short, of d by p is the C/cr-algebra d/p = (A/O, Z/a) which 
is defined so that for any m>,O, f EC, and al,...,a,EA, 
( fO).“‘P(a10 ,...,a,U)=f.“(al ,...,a,)/O. 
It is obvious that the operations of a g-quotient are well-defined. The kernel ker( 1, cp) 
of a g-morphism (z, cp) : d--f SJ is defined as the pair (ker I, ker cp). The basic rela- 
tionships between morphisms, congruences and quotients hold now also between their 
generalized counterparts. All of the following claims have straightforward proofs. 
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Proposition 3.12. Let d = (A, C) and 39 = (B, Sz) be algebras. 
(a) If (z, cp) : d -+ 93 is a g-morphism, then ker( z, cp) E GCon(d). 
(b) If (I, cp) : d 4 Cd is a g-epimorphism, then d/ker( z, cp) Es S?. 
(c) rf (~.,0) E GCon(&‘), then (v,, vg) : d + d/(o, 0) is a g-epimorphism such that 
ker(v,, ve) = (a, f3). 
(d) If p, p’ E GCon(&) and p 6 p’, then there is a g-epimorphism (z, cp) : -Qe/p + d/p’. 
Proposition 3.12(a) shows also that if (I, cp) : d + .4? is a g-morphism, then ker cp 
is an ordinary congruence of d. We shall need the following extension of Proposi- 
tion 3.12(b). 
Lemma 3.13. If (I, rp) : d --) B is a g-morphism and (w, 13) E GCon(B), then (co,, f3,) 
E GCon(d) and there is a g-monomorphism (zc, q) : @‘/(co,, e,) + &f/(0, (3). In 
particular, if 8 E Con(g), then 8, E Con(&). 
Proof. Let the algebras be d =(A,C) and S?=((B,Q). Clearly (oI, 0,) E Er(C) x 
Eq(A). If m>O,f EC, and azeqbi (ai,bzEA; i=l,...,m), then 
fd(al,. . . , a, >cp = (fl>g(al cp ,...,a,cP)~(fz)~(blcp,...,b,cp) 
= f,“(b l,...,b,)cp (0): 
which proves 8, E Con(&). Moreover, if m 2 0, f, g E C,, f o,g and al,. . . , a,,, E A, 
then 
f &(a, ...,adcP=(f~Y+?a,cp ,...,amcp)-(gz)~(alcp,...,a,cp) 
= gd(al ,...,a,>cPW, 
which shows that fd(al,. . . ,am)Qqg.d(a,, . . , a,). Hence (o,,8,)~GCon(d). It is 
easy to verify that (zc,~): &/(w,, e,)+@/(m,t?) is a g-morphism if we define K and 
rl by 
K : C/w, -+ Q/o, f o, H f z/w and r] : A/8, -+ B/8, a0, +-+ a@, 
respectively. Finally, if 8 E Con(g), then (da, 0) E GCon(B). This implies by the first 
part of the proposition that (ker z, 0,) E GCon(d), and hence 8, E Con(&). 0 
Next we define direct products of (finitely many) algebras which may be of different 
types. The product C’ x . . . x C” of some ranked alphabets C’ , . . . , C” (n > 1) is the 
ranked alphabet defined so that (C’ x . . x C”), = Zk x . . . x Zk (m > 0). Clearly, 
r(C’ x . . . x c”)=t-(zl)n...nr(zfi). 
Definition 3.14. Let C’ , . . . , Z” and r be ranked alphabets (n 2 1). For any assignment 
z:r+,X* x . . . x C” the z-product of any algebras &I = (Al, Cl), . . . , dn = (A,, C”) is 
the r-algebra 1(&l,. . . , dn) = (Al x . . x A,,, I’) defined as follows. 
1. If cEro and cz=(cI , . . . , c”), then c’(~~,,..,~) = (c;“, . . . , ~5). 
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2. Form>O, f Er,, fl=(f,,...,fn)andai=(ail,...,ai,)EAIx...xA,(i=1,...,m), 
f”‘4’...3. qa, ,..., a,)=(f;4((all ,... ,a,I),...,~~(al.,...,a,,)). 
We extend this definition to the case n = 0 by stipulating that the product is then 
the trivial r-algebra. All such products are called jointly generalized direct products, 
or g-products for short. 
With any g-product I(&, , _ . _, d,) = (Al x...xA,,r) and each i (l<i<n), we as- 
sociate the projections 
nj :A, x . ‘. x44& (~I,...,~,)~~;, and Zi:r+Zi,,fHfi, 
where (fi,...,fn)=fz. 
The proofs of the following basic properties of g-products are straightforward. 
Lemma 3.15. Let r(221,. . , .sdn) = (Al x . . x A,,, r) be a g-product of some algebras 
&i=(Aj,P) (l<i<n). 
(a) For each i (1 <i<n), (~,,ni): t(&l,...,dn)+ &i is a g-morphism, und it is a 
g-epimorphism i. Zi is surjective. 
(b) ForanyX, sr:X~Al~..-~A,andi(l~i,<n),deJineai:X-tAiastheproduct 
ani and let ti = tti. Then for every LX-tree t, 
tcP = (t] Cz;“‘I ) . . . ) t&x? ), 
where t; = It(t) (1 <idn). 
Furthermore, it is clear that exactly as in the case of ordinary direct products, the 
order or grouping of the factors of a g-product is immaterial. We shall also need the 
following generalization of a well-known fact. 
Lemma 3.16. For any algebra .d = (A, C) and g-congruences p, p’ E GCon(&), there 
is a monomorphic embedding cp : d/p/$ 4 tc(d/p, d/p’) of ,Ol/pAp’ into a g-product 
of .&/p and zZ/p’. 
Proof. Let p = (a, %) and p’ = (d, 0’). If we define 
K : .X/a n a’ + Z/a x Z/a’, f/an a’ H (fa,fa’), 
it is easy to verify that the required monomorphism is given by 
cp : A/9 n 0’ 4 A/% x A/%‘, al% n 8’ H (a%,~%‘). q 
Finally, we generalize subdirect products and subdirect decompositions. Again it is 
enough to consider products with a finite number of factors. 
Definition 3.17. A generalized subdirect product (a gsd-product for short) of the al- 
gebras ~~21 =(Al,C’),..., sI,~ = (A,,C”) is a g-subalgebra B = (B,S2) of a g-product 
r(&‘i ,..., JzZ~) such that Bn,=Ai and !Sr;=E:‘, for every i=l,..., n. 
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Definition 3.18. A generalized subdirect representation, or a gsd-representation for 
short, of d = (A,C) with factors .&t =(At,C’), . . . ,a&, = (A,,C”) is a g-mono- 
morphism (i,fp):d+~(d~,..., dn), where also K is injective, and Aqzi =Ai and 
CZri = C’ for every i = 1 , . . . , n. The gsd-representation is proper if for no i (1 <i 6 n) 
both qni : A + Ai and IZ, : C + C’ are bijective. An algebra is gsd-irreducible if it has 
no proper gsd-representation. 
A gsd-representation involves two successive assignments, but we note that they can 
be combined so that the g-monomorphism actually becomes an ordinary monomor- 
phism. 
Lemma 3.19. rf’( I, cp) : d + ~(~2'1, , dH) is a gsd-representation of a C-algebra ~4 
with factors dl, . . . , dn, then q: d--f t~(d~, . . . ,dn) is a monomorphism of 
C-algebras. 
The next two propositions generalize (for the finite case) the well-known facts about 
the connections between the subdirect representations of an algebra and its congruences. 
Proposition 3.20. Let (I, cp) : d + JC(&‘, . . , d,,) be a gsd-representation of d = 
(A,C) with factors &i=((Ai,C’) (I<i<n). Then (lZi,(PXi):didi is a g- 
epimorphism for each i (1 <i<n). Moreover, if we write ker(cpni, Iri) =(ai, Oi) 
(1 <i<n), then 
(a) (ai,Oi)EGCon(d) for every i (ldibn), 
(b) &; gq &/(oi, 0;) for every i (1~ i<n), and 
(c) (o1,4)A... A (%, 0,) = (AZ, AA). 
If the representation is proper, then 
(d) (oi,Bi)>(dr,dA) for every i (l<i<n). 
Proposition 3.21. Zf ~2 = (A, C) has g-congruences (pi, Oi) E GCon(d) (1 <i <n) such 
that (a~,e~)A...A(o,,e,)=(d~,d~), then (lx,c~):,c4~~(~/(~l,el),...,~/(~~,e,)) 
is a gsd-representation of d, when q and K are dejined by 
cp:A+A/Q, x ... x A/&, a H (aO,,...,a&) 
and 
K: c + c/O, X . . X c/O,, f ++ (fo1,...,fcJ,), 
respectively. If (Oi,Bi)>(dr, AA) j or every i (1 <i <n), then this representation is 
proper. 
Corollary 3.22. A jinite algebra d = (A, C) has a proper gsd-representation ifs for 
some n 22, there are g-congruences (ai, 0,) E GCon(&) (1 di <n) such that 
(1) (ai,Oi)>(Ax,AA) for every i (ldibn), and 
(2) (al,el)A...A(a,,e,)=(AZ,dA). 
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Corollary 3.23. A jinite algebra .G? = (A, C) is gsd-irreducible 18 it is either trivial 
(i.e. IAl = IC( = 1) or it has a unique minimal nontrivial g-congruence; this minimal 
g-congruence is then A{(cr, 0) E GCon(&) : (a, B)>(dz, AA)}. 
4. Generalized varieties of finite algebras 
When we now say that K is a class qfjinite algebras, it is to be understood that K 
may contain finite C-algebras for any ranked alphabet 1. If K is such a class and C 
is a ranked alphabet, then Kz denotes the class of all E-algebras in K. 
Definition 4.1. For any class K of finite algebras, 
(1) S,(K) denotes the class of all algebras g-isomorphic to a g-subalgebra of an algebra 
in K. 
(2) H,(K) denotes the class of all g-images of the members of K. 
(3) Par(K) denotes the class of all algebras isomorphic to a (finite) g-product of mem- 
bers of K. This includes for any C, the trivial C-algebras. 
The composition QR of two algebra class operators Q and R is defined so that for 
any class K, QR(K) = Q(R(K)), and we write Q <R, if Q(K) C R(K), for every K. Let 
S, H and Pf be the usual subalgebra, epimorphic image and finite product operators, 
but now they may be applied to classes of algebras which contain algebras of different 
types. The following facts are quite obvious. 
Lemma 4.2. Let K be a class of jinite algebras and C be u runked ulphabet. 
(a) K C S(K) C S,(K), K C H(K) C H,(K), K C F?(K) C Par(K). 
(b) S,S, = S,S = SS, = S,, H,H, = H,H = HH, = H,, P,rP,r = PgfPf = P,P,, = Paf 
(c) S(Kz) (I S,(K)z, H(Kz) c: H,(K)z, Pf(Kz) C P,f(K)z. 
Definition 4.3. A generalized variety offinite algebras (GVFA) is a class K of finite 
algebras such that S,(K), H, (K), Par(K) C K. The class of all GVFAs is denoted by 
GVFA. The smallest GVFA which contains a given class K of finite algebras, the 
GVFA generated by K, is denoted by GVFA(K). 
For any GVFA K and any C, KI contains at least the trivial Z-algebras. Since the 
intersection of any GVFAs also is a GVFA, (GVFA, &) is a complete lattice, and the 
GVFA generated by any class K of finite algebras always exists. The least element in 
the lattice (GVFA, C) is the GVFA Triv consisting of all trivial algebras (of finite 
type) and the greatest element is the class Fin of all finite algebras. 
To obtain the counterpart of the usual representation HSP(K) of the variety generated 
by a class K of algebras, we use the following commutation relations. 
Lemma 4.4. (a) S,H, <H,S,. 
(b) P,fH, d HPaf d H,P,f. 
(c) PgfS,<SPgf dS,Pgf. 
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Proof. These claims can be proved similarly as their classical counterparts. As an 
example we consider the relation PsrH, d HPsr. 
Let K be a class of finite algebras. If ?.8 = (B, r) is in PsrHs(K), we may assume that 
93 = z(W, , . . . , Cd,,), where n > 0, and for each &Yi = (B;, Q’) there exists a g-epimorphism 
(xi, vi) : di + Bi for some &i = (Ai, C’) in K, and z : r + 0' X. . . x 52" is an assignment. 
Let d = K(&, ,...,dn)=(Al x ... xA,,r), where IC:I’--+C’ x ... x C” is defined so 
that if g E r and gz = (g, , . . . , gn), then glc = (f,, . . . , fn), where each h ( E C’) is chosen 
SO that firi = gi. We claim that 
cp:A, x...xA,+B, x...xB n, (ul ,...,a,)H(alcpl,...,a,cp,) 
is an epimorphism from d onto 93. Indeed, 
(1) cp is surjective since every Cpi is surjective, and 
(2) if gEr,, gz=(g, ,..., gn), gK=(f, ,..., fn) and ai=(ai, ,..., uin)EAl x ... x A, 
for i= l,...,m, then 
g~d(a,,...,a,)cp=(fi~‘(a*,,...,a,,),...,f~~(a,,,...,a,,))cp 
= (f;“l(Q,, Y..., a,,)cp,,...,~~(a,,,...,a,,)cp,) 
=(f,Q%,,cp,,...,%,cp,) 7.. ., ux%,n~nr . . ..GdPn)) 
=(g~‘(u,,(P,,...,a,,cp,),...,g~(a,,cp,,...,a,,cp,)) 
=g9(alq,...,a,cp). 
This shows that 98 E HP&K). 0 
By using the relations of Lemmas 4.2 and 4.4 one easily shows that GVFA(K)= 
H,S,Psr(K). However, we also have the following representation of GVFA(K) which 
yields some simpler proofs by minimizing the use of the generalized notions. 
Proposition 4.5. For any class K ofJinite algebras, GVFA(K) = HSPsr(K). 
Proof. It suffices to show that HsSsPsr(K) s HSPsr(K) for any class K of finite al- 
gebras. If d = (A, C) is in H,S,Psr(K), then there is a g-epimorphism (2, rp) : 9i? + d 
from some g-subalgebra .?8 = (B, 52) of a g-product K-(&,, . . . , a?,,) = (Al x . . . x A,,, r) 
of some algebras &i = (Ai, C’) (i = 1 , . . . , n) from K. For each f E C we may choose a 
symbol gf E s2 such that gfz = f. The assignment i : C -+ C’ x. . x C”, f H gf K, yields 
then a Z-algebra A(&, , . . . , dn) which belongs to Psr(K). If the C-algebra ‘3 = (B, C) 
is defined so that f ‘8 = g: for each f E C, it is a subalgebra of A(&, , . . . , d,,) such 
that cp : %? + d is an epimorphism. Hence, & E HSPsf(K) as required. 0 
Definition 4.6. If d and .%? are algebras, then we write 
(a) d C 63 (-Pe Cs 39) if & is (g-)isomorphic to a (g-)subalgebra of .&?, 
(b) & + W (& tS 9J) if d is an epimorphic image (a g-image) of $3, and 
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(c) d + B (& -us @) if d is an epimorphic image (a g-image) of a (g-)subalgebra 
of .B’, and then we say that 98 (g-)covers JZ?. 
Obviously, both d &B and d ty 98 imply .d <y 98. It is also clear that d C .J8 
implies d Cg 99, d t B implies d, tB g’, and d 3 99 implies .d $8. The follow- 
ing descriptions of the covering relations are useful. 
Lemma 4.7. For any algebras &’ = (A, C) and 3 = (B, Sz), d -$ g ifs there is a I- 
algebra % = (C, C) for which there exist an epimorphism q : V + d and a 
g-monomorphism (2, Ic/) : %? + 98. If d and @ both are C-algebras, then d + 3 ifs 
there is a Z-algebra %? such that there exist an epimorphism cp: %--+ d and a 
monomorphism $ : V 4 93. 
Proof. If d +(I 973, then there is a g-epimorphism (IC, cp) : 93’ + d from some 
g-subalgebra 98’ = (B’, 52’) of 2 onto d. Since K : s2’ + C is surjective, we may choose 
a subalphabet Sz” of R’ so that 1k = IcIQ” is a bijection from Q” onto C. It is clear 
that a” = (B’, !2”) is a g-subalgebra of B and that (2, cp) : 93” + d is a g-epimorphism. 
From .%” we obtain a Z-algebra %? = (B’,z) for which (A, le,): 99” -+ %? is a 
g-isomorphism. Then ~JJ: %?+a2 is an epimorphism and (z,$): q+B is a 
g-monomorphism consisting of $ : Bl -+ B, b H b, and z : C + Sz, f H f 2-l. The con- 
verse implication is obvious and the second claim can be proved as a special case. 0 
We may rewrite the definition of a GVFA in terms of Definition 4.6: a nonempty 
class K of finite algebras is a GVFA if (1) .d C9 &Y E K implies d E K, (2) d +-s 
g E K implies d E K, and (3) P&K) C K. Here Conditions (1) and (2) could be re- 
placed by one condition which requires K to be closed under the relation +,. Further- 
more, the description of the generated GVFA given in Lemma 4.5 can be reformulated 
to read as follows. 
Corollary 4.8. Let K be a class of finite algebras and & = (A, C) a finite algebra. 
Then deGVFA(K) ifS&+z(~&‘i,...,&~)f or some n > 0, some algebras JY~ = (A,, C’) 
(i= l,..., n) ,from K, and some assignment z : Z 4 C’ x . . x Z”. 
The next lemma shows that the membership of an algebra in a GVFA is not affected 
by the merging or duplication of operation symbols which are interpreted in the same 
way. 
Lemma 4.9. Let K be a GVFA. 
(a) Zf p = (0, AA) is a g-congruence of a finite algebra d = (A, C), then SY E K if 
d/p E K. 
(b) 1’ (a, 0) is a g-congruence of F-(2,X), f or some C and X, then Y(C, X)/(o,0) 
E K @- Y( &X)/6’ E K. 
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Proof. The two statements are in essence reformulations of each other. Let us consider 
(a). If we define K : C---f C/a by f H f 0, then the one-component g-product ~(Oe/p) 
is isomorphic to d. Hence, &‘/p E K implies &E K, and the converse is obvious. 0 
5. Syntactic congruences and algebras 
Here we review the basic theory of syntactic congruences and syntactic algebras of 
subsets of algebras adding a few facts needed in the generalized theory. For the omitted 
proofs the reader is referred to [24,25] or [l], or to the original theory of syntactic 
monoids [4,18]. 
The set Tr(d) of translations of a C-algebra &‘=(A,C) consists of the identity 
mapping 1~ of A, the elementary translations 
P(r)=f’Ol(al,...,ai-l,5,ai+l,...,a,) (m>O, f EC,, 16ibmy aj~A) 
of d, and all compositions of these mappings. 
Definition 5.1. The syntactic congruence 0~ of a subset L(C A) of an algebra 
d = (A, C) is the relation on A defined by 
a&b iff (V’p E Tr(&))[p(a) E L w p(b) EL] (a, b E A). 
The syntactic algebra of L is the quotient algebra &‘I&, and we denote it simply 
by d/L, also writing A/L for A/~L, and aL or a/L for aOL (a E A). The canonical 
morphism cp~ : d -+ S&‘/L, a H aL, is called the syntactic morphism of L. 
An equivalence I3 on a set A saturates a subset L of A if L is the union of O-classes. 
Lemma 5.2. For any algebra ~2 = (A, C) and any L CA, 8L is the greatest congruence 
of d which saturates L. 
Lemma 5.3. Let (2, cp) : d + 53 be a g-morphism from d = (A, C) to 93 = (B, Q). For 
every translation p of d there is a translation pz,V of ~3 such that 
p(a)cp = z+(acp) 
for all a E A. If (a,(p) is a g-epimorphism, then every translation q of 93 can be 
represented in the form q = pz,+,, where p E Tr(d). 
Proof. Since all translations are products of elementary translations, it suffices to note 
that for any elementary translation p(c) = f”(al , . . , ai_1, (, ai+l, . . . , a,) of & we may 
choose 
P,fJO = (f z)a(al%. . . , Qi-l Cp, 5, %+I %. . . , ad), 
and that if (2, cp) is a g-epimorphism, then every elementary translation q of B can be 
represented in the form q = P&,~ for some elementary translation p of JCZ. q 
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The only new element in the following proposition is that the morphism in (d) is now 
a g-morphism. However, even here the proof goes exactly as in [25] (Proposition 3.3). 
Proposition 5.4. Let ~4 = (A, C) and S? = (B, a) be algebras. 
(a) For any L(cA), HA_-L = OL. 
(b) For any K,L(CA), 0,~ n flL c. eKnL. 
(c) For any L(GA) and p E Tr(d), 0~ g 19~~,(~). 
(d) If’(z, cp) : .al + 93 is a g-morphism, then cp o 6~ o cp-’ C t’lLq- I, for any L(C B), und 
equality holds $(2,(p) is a g-epimorphism. 
Corollary 5.5. Let d = (A, C) and .&I = (B, Sz) be algebras. 
(a) For uny L C_ A, &/(A - L) = d/L. 
(b) For any K, L CA, d/K n L 4 .d/K x .d/L. 
(c) For any L&A and pE Tr(&), +,&/p-‘(L) + d/L. 
(d) Zf TC = 52 and cp : d + 98 is a morphism, then ,cS/Lq-’ 4 93/L jk any L C B, and 
[f cp is un epimorphism, then d/Lq-’ S 4YJL. 
Part (b) of the corollary also follows from the general fact that if 81,. . , &,p E 
Con(&) and 0, n ... no,, Cp, then dJp<4/8, x ... x d/&. In part (d) we did 
not claim that d/Lq-’ +s g/L for any g-morphism (2, cp) : d 4 2 since z may merge 
symbols making the desired g-covering impossible. We tackle this problem in the next 
section. 
Lemma 5.6. Zf (a, cp) : d + 39 is a g-morphism und L C B, then 
Proof. Let p be the right-hand side of the equality. By Proposition 5.4(c) and (d), for 
any p E Tr(B), 
(PoB~ocp-’ c cp 0 Q’(L) 0 cp-’ c: +(L,*p-‘r 
and hence cp o OL o cp-’ C p. The converse inclusion is obtained as follows: 
upb =x (Vp E Tr(;?W))uOpm I cLjv- 1 b 
+ (Vp E Tr(g))(‘Vq E Tr(&))[q(u) E p-‘(L)cp-’ @q(b) E p-‘(L)cp-‘1 
* (VP E Tr(W)(‘Jq E Tr(A))[q(a)rp E P-‘(L) ++ q(b)cp E P-‘V)I 
* (VP E WW)(vq E Tr(d))[p(q,,,(ucp)) EL ++ p(q,%(bq)) ELI 
* (VP E WW)[p(acp) EL @ A@) ELI 
+acpo&ocp-‘b. 0 
For later use we recall also the following notions and facts (cf. [23-251). 
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Definition 5.7. An algebra is syntactic if it is isomorphic to the syntactic algebra of a 
subset of some algebra. A subset L of an algebra d = (A, C) is disjunctive if &- = AA. 
Proposition 5.8. (a) An algebra is syntactic tff it has a disjunctive subset. 
(b) Every subdirectly irreducible algebra is syntactic. 
Let us apply these notions to tree languages. 
Definition 5.9. By the syntactic congruence Or of a CX-language T we mean the 
syntactic congruence of T as a subset of the term algebra Y(C,X). The syntactic 
algebra F(C,X)/T of T is denoted by SA(T). 
Proposition 5.10. Let d be a C-algebra with a finite generating set G, and let X be 
any alphabet such that /G] d (XI. Then d is a syntactic algebra tJf it is isomorphic 
to the syntactic algebra of a CX-language. Zf d is jinite, then d is syntactic ifl 
d g SA( T) for some T in Rec(C, X). 
Let 5 be a symbol which does not belong to any of the alphabets C and X considered 
here. We call a Z(X U {r})-t ree in which l appears exactly once a CX-context. The 
set of all CX-contexts is denoted by Ct(C,X). Each ZX-context p defines a mapping 
P* : T(&X) -+ T(C,X), t ++p(t), 
where p(t) is the CX-tree obtained when the 5 of p is replaced by t. It is easy to see 
that p* is a translation of Y-(2,X), and that every translation of Y(C, X) is obtained 
this way from a unique CX-context. Hence, for any CX-language T and s, t E T(C, X), 
s&t iff (Vp E Ct(C,X))[p(s) E T H p(t) E T]. 
This formulation of the definition justifies the name ‘syntactic congruence’ since 
p(t) E T may naturally be interpreted to mean that the CX-tree t appears in T in 
context p. 
For any CX-context p and any LX-language T, let p-‘(T) = {t E T(C,X): 
p(t) E T]. 
6. Reduced syntactic congruences and algebras 
In this section we modify the definitions of syntactic congruences and syntactic 
algebras so that the notions become compatible with our g-congruences and g-mor- 
phisms. The problem mentioned in the previous section is solved by adding to the 
syntactic congruence an equivalence relation which merges equivalent symbols of the 
ranked alphabet. This relation is computed by using the M-operator of the pair algebra 
of g-congruences. Hence we note first some properties of these operators. 
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Lemma 6.1. Let d = (A, C) and 23 = (B, Q) be algebras. 
(a) For any family {&: iEZ} (C Con(d)) of congruences, M(& &) = ni,, M(&). 
(b) If 8, p E Con(&) and f3 C p, then M(0) C M(p). 
(c) For any g-morphism (1, q) : d -+ 2l and any 0 icon, 
roM(B)o~-‘CM(cpoOocp-‘). 
If cp is surjective, then 1 o M(0) o I-’ = M(cp o 0 o cp-’ )
Proof. Although (a) follows from a general fact about M-operators of complete pair 
algebras, we may prove it directly by noting that if f ,.gE C, for some m 30, then 
g%((Mal,..., a,EA) f”(al,... ,a,) = g.‘(a 
% (Vu!, . . ,a, EA)(ViEl)[f.O’(al,. . . ,a,)4 g.d(al,. . ,a,)] 
@ff-I WQ,)g 
iEl 
Claim (b) is obvious. 
To prove (c), suppose again that f, g E C, for some m 2 0. Then 
froM(O)‘g@ fl M(0)gz 
@ Val ,..., a,EA)[f”(al,..., am)q7000q-‘g.d(al ,..., a,)] 
#f M(cpoQoq-‘)g. 
If cp is sujective, the only implication becomes an equivalence, and equality follows. 
II 
Definition 6.2. We define the reduced syntactic congruence pi of a subset L (CA) of 
an algebra d = (A, C) as the pair (CJL, O,), where 0~ is the usual syntactic congruence 
of L and a~ = M(~L). 
A g-congruence (a, 6) of d = (A, C) is said to saturate a subset L of A if tI saturates 
L in the usual sense. Since in GCon(d) ((T, 0) < (c~‘, 0’) iff 0 C (T’ and 0 2 %‘, we may 
state the following corollary of Lemma 5.2. 
Lemma 6.3. For any subset L of an algebra d, pi is the greatest g-congruence of d 
which saturates L. 
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If (1, cp) : d -+ &f is a g-morphism, 37 = (B, Q) and (G, 0) E Er(SZ) x Eq(B), then we 
denote (ZOOO’-‘,qooBocp-‘) also by (z,cp)o(a,8)o(z,rp)-‘. 
Proposition 6.4. Let d = (A, C) and g = (B, Sz) be algebras. 
(a) For any L (CA), PA-L = PL. 
(b) For any KLCA), pKApL<pKnL. 
(c) For any L (CA) and PETr(&‘), pL dp,-~(~,. 
(d) For any g-morphism (1, cp) :d ----f 93 and any L (C B), (1, q) o pL o (z, q)-' < pL,+-, , 
and equality holds if (1, q) is a g-epimorphism. 
Proof. Statement (a) is obvious, and (b) follows from 5.4(b) since 
by Lemma 6.1. Similarly, (c) follows from 5.4(c): aL = M(BL) 2 M(O~-lcL’) = ap-1(L). 
The inequality asserted in (d) can be split into two parts: 
(1) ‘oaLo’-‘LaLm-I; 
(2) cp 0 Br. 0 cp-’ c &,-I. 
The inclusion (2) appears already in Proposition 5.4(d), and (1) follows from it by 
Lemma 6. I(c): 
loaL -‘=roM(B~)0r-‘~M(cpo8~ocp-‘)~M(8~~-1)=a~,-~. 
If (1, cp) is a g-epimorphism, (2) is by Proposition 5.4(d) an equality and also (1) 
becomes an equality. 0 
Proposition 6.5. If p = (a, 0) is a g-congruence of d = (A, Z) and a = M(O), then p 
is the injmum of a set of reduced syntactic congruences. In fact, p = A(pao: a EA}. 
•J 
Proof. First we note that A {pas: aEA} =(naEA M(Oati),n.,, 0,~). It is already 
known [21,24] that 8 =naEA I!&, and hence a = M(8) = M(n,,, eao) =na&,, M (0,~) 
by Lemma 6.1(a). 0 
Corollary 6.6. If p =(a,8) is a completely meet-irreducible g-congruence of ~2 = 
(A, C) and a = M(O), then p is the reduced syntactic congruence of some subset of A. 
If L (CA) is a subset of an algebra d = (A, C), we write also Z/L for C/aL, and 
fL or f/L for f/aL (f EZ). 
Definition 6.7. The reduced syntactic algebra &‘L of a subset L of &=(A,C) is the 
g-quotient d/p~ = (A/L, C/L), and the syntactic g-morphism of L is the g-morphism 
(z~,cpr.):&-+--_)~ definedby zL:f++fL, qL:a++aL (f&C, aEA). 
The counterpart of Corollary 5.5 can now be presented in a completed form. 
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Proposition 6.8. Let &= (A, C) and 93 = (B, C?) be algebras. 
(a) For any L &A, ._&‘A_L = sly. 
(b) For any K,L CA, &‘K,-,L. 4 ~(d'~,d~), where 
k.:C/KnL+Z/K XC/L, f/KnL++(fK,fL). 
(c) For any L CA and PETr(d), dpm~(LI tr/ &‘L. 
(d) For any g-morphism (1, cp) : d + 29 and any L C B, .&‘,,~I +4 &lL. If (1, cp) is a 
g-epimorphism, then &‘Lwpl gs .J#L. 
Proof. Part (a) follows directly from Proposition 6.4(a). To prove (b), we set B= 
{(aK,aL): aEA}. Clearly, .%9 = (B, C/K n L) is a subalgebra of K(&‘K, &‘L). It suffices 
now to verify that 
q:B+A/KnL, (aK,aL)Ha/KnL, 
is an epimorphism from 99 onto &K”L. The mapping q is well-defined by Proposi- 
tion 5.4(b), and it is clearly surjective. That it is a morphism is seen as follows: 
(f/KnL)"((alK,alL),...,(a,K,a,L))cp 
= ((fK)“‘(alK,. . . , w’0, WYd CalL.. , ad,>>cp 
= (f”(a,, . , a, l/K fd(al,. . , a,JL)cp 
=f,&(al,...,a,)/KnL 
=(f/KnL)~s’KnL(a,/KnL,...,a,/KnL) 
=(f/KnL).dKnL((a,K,alL)cp ,..., a,K,a,L)cp). 
Statement (c) follows directly from Proposition 6.4(c). 
To prove (d), we assume first that (I, cp) : d -+ .%? is a g-epimorphism. Proposi- 
tion 5.4(d) implies that the mapping 
is both well-defined and injective. Obviously, it is also surjective. Next we verify that 
K : C/L& + Q/L, f/Lq_’ H ,f l/L, 
is also a bijection. It is well-defined and injective since for any f, gE C, (m >O), by 
the definition of GL and Lemma 5.3, 
ti (‘JqETr(a))(Vbl,...,b,EB) 
[q((fl)“(b,,...,bm))EL @ q((gl)J(b,,...,b,))ELl 
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[P(f”h 2.. . ,&n))cpEL@ P(s~“(u,,...,u,>)cp~Ll 
H (Vq,. , . ,~mEA)[f”(~l,... ,4n> f s~~(ul,...,u,)(~L~-‘)l 
w f/Lq+ = g/LqF’. 
Since it is obvious that K is surjective, it remains to be verified that (K,$) is a 
g-morphism: 
(f /Lq-’ ).@+,*-I (u,/Lq_‘, . . . ) u,/Lq_’ )l+b 
= (f”(u, ~...,%JL~-‘)$ 
Consider now an arbitrary g-morphism (z, cp) : d + 93. Let %? = (C, Cl/L) be the im- 
age of ~2 in @L under the g-morphism (rz~, cp cp~) : d + 89~. The mappings 
$:A+C, u~ucp/L and u:C-+Il/L, f Hfl/L 
define a g-epimorphism (K, II/) : d -+ 27, and hence sZ~~-~~~-~ Sg %~V-~~. Moreover, 
L~I-‘$I,-’ =Lq-’ and +ZLVp-lli, tY @? cIs BL, and therefore dLq-, -$ a~. Cl 
Lemma 6.9. For any g-morphism (z, cp) : d + 98 and any L 5 B, 
(~,cP)oP~o(~,(P)-~~~{P~-~(L)~-~: pETr(g)). 
If cp is surjective, then equality holds. 
Proof. According to Lemma 5.6, 40 o 0~ 0 50-l = n {BP-~(~)V-~: p~Tr(g)}, and 
Lemma 6.1(c) yields also 
= MC n v$-yL)~-‘: pETr(W)) 
= n -$Wp-y~)c+-~ 1: pETr(W) 
= n {o~-~(~,~-~: pETr(B)}. 
If cp is sujective, then the only C-sign here can be replaced by an equality sign. q 
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Definition 6.10. An algebra is called r-syntactic if it is g-isomorphic to the reduced 
syntactic algebra of a subset of some algebra. An algebra .d =(A, C) is reduced if 
M( AA ) = Ax. The reduced form of d = (A, C) is the g-quotient JZ@ = d/(M( A,,, ), AA ). 
Proposition 6.11. An algebra is r-syntactic &Y it is reduced and it has a disjunctive 
subset. In particular, every reduced subdirectly irreducible algebra is r-syntactic. 
Proof. Let us consider the reduced syntactic algebra SL = (A/C, C/L) of a subset L of 
an algebra d = (A, C). First we show that K = {aL: a EL} is a disjunctive subset of 
&L. Indeed, if aL HK bL for some a, b EA, then for any p E Tr(d), 
p(a)EL ++ p(a)cplEK @ Pl,,Vpi(aL)EK @ p,,.W,(bL)EK @ p(b)% 
which shows that aL = bL. Hence, 0~ = AA,L. To show that &L is reduced, we suppose 
now that fL E gL (M(AA/L)) for some f,gEC,, m>O. Then 
f”(al,. ,a,)/L = (fL)“‘(alL,. . ,a,L) = (gL)).J’(alL,. . . ,a,L) 
for all al,... , a,,, EA, which means that fL = gL. Therefore M(AA,L) = AZ;L and &L 
can be seen to be reduced. 
The converse is obvious: if JX? is reduced and it has a disjunctive subset L, then 
d Zg &L. The last remark of the proposition follows now by Proposition 5.8. 0 
Every r-syntactic algebra is clearly syntactic and the last part of the following lemma 
contains also a weaker form of the converse. 
Lemma 6.12. (a) The reduced form of any algebra is reduced. 
(b) For any algebra -c9, if we identify each element a EA with its AA-class, then 
Tr(,zZred) = Tr(d) and Con(dred) = Con(&). 
(c) An algebra is syntactic $?” its reduced form is r-syntactic. 
Proof. Consider any algebra d = (A, C) and let o = M(AA). Statement (a) is obvious: 
if for some f,gEC, fo-ga(M(AA)) in &red, then f s g(M(AA)) in &‘, i.e. f o = go. 
For proving Tr(sred) = Tr(d) it suffices to note that for any f E C,, 1 <i < m and 
al, . . , a, E A (m > 0), the elementary translation 
p(5) = f’(al ,...,ai-l,5,ai+l,...,a,) 
of .d and the elementary translation 
&/red 
p’(Q=(.fa) (al,...,ai-1,5,ai+l,...,a,> 
of dred are the same mapping. Con(dred) = Con(&) follows from Tr( dgred) = Tr(d). 
For (c) we note that since Con(.rjered) =Con(&), any disjunctive subset of & is 
a disjunctive subset of &‘4red and conversely. Thus, if d is syntactic, then JZ?’ is 
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r-syntactic since it has a disjunctive subset, and by (a) it is also reduced. The converse 
is obvious. 0 
The following observation will be useful. 
Proposition 6.13. Every GVFA is generated by a class of syntactic algebras and also 
by a class of r-syntactic algebras. 
Proof. The first claim follows from Birkhoff’s classical theorem stating that any (finite) 
algebra G! = (A, C) can be represented as a subdirect product of (finitely many) sub- 
directly irreducible algebras all of which are epimorphic images of -rB; these algebras 
are syntactic by Proposition 58(b). The second claim follows now by Lemma 4.9. 0 
Next we consider reduced syntactic congruences and algebras of tree languages. 
Definition 6.14. The reduced syntactic congruence pT of a CX-language T is the 
reduced syntactic congruence (Q, 0~) of T viewed as a subset of the term algebra 
Y(C,X), and its reduced syntactic algebra RA(T) is the g-quotient Y(C,X)/pr = 
(T(U’)IT, VT). 
It is obvious that a DC-language T is recognizable iff RA(T) is finite. 
Proposition 6.15. Let d = (A, a) be an algebra generated by a finite set G (&A), Z 
a ranked alphabet, I : C + .Q a surjective assignment, and X an alphabet such that 
IGJ <1X(. Then d is an r-syntactic algebra ifs it is g-isomorphic to the reduced 
syntactic algebra of a XX-language. If .& is finite, then it is r-syntactic tx d g’g 
RA( T) for some T E Rec(C,X). 
Proof. If d is r-syntactic, then it is reduced and has a disjunctive subset P. By Proposi- 
tion 3.5 we may extend any map cpo :X + A to a g-morphism (I, cp) : F(C,X) t d, and 
if a surjective qo is chosen, this extension is a g-epimorphism. By Proposition 6.8(d) 
d + &p Zy RA( T) for the KY-language T = Pq-‘. If & is finite, this T is recog- 
nizable. The converse is obvious since any RA(T) is naturally an r-syntactic algebra, 
and also finite if T is recognizable. 0 
Proposition 6.16. For any CX-language T and any algebra d = (A, 52) the following 
two conditions are equivalent: 
(1) T = PC+-’ for some g-morphism (1, cp) : F(C,X) -+ d and some P CA; 
(2) m(T) -$, SJ. 
If d is a C-algebra, then the following two conditions are equivalent: 
(3) T = PC+-’ for some morphism cp : F(C,X) + d and some PC: A; 
(4) SA( T) 4 d. 
Proof. For syntactic monoids the proposition expressing the equivalence of (3) and 
(4) is well-known [4]. In [24] a generalization of this fact was noted, and a proof 
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for the case of tree languages appears in [25]. Let us prove the equivalence of (1) 
and (2). 
If (1) holds, then RA(T) +s dp by Proposition 6.8(d), and naturally _&p +<, .d. 
On the other hand, if RA( T) +s d, there is a g-epimorphism (K, $) : .9$ -+ RA(T), 
where .B = (B, Q’) is a g-subalgebra of .d. Let or = (g,(3). Since K is surjective, there is 
an assignment 1: C + Q’ such that f lx = f g for every ,f‘ E C, and since $ is surjective, 
we may define a mapping cpo :X + B so that (PO$ = (Pr IX, where VT is the syntactic 
morphism of T. If we extend ~0 to a g-morphism (I, cp): S(C,X) + .9, which is 
possible by Proposition 3.5, then C~I/J = qr. Regarded as mappings from C to Q and 
from T(C,X) to A, respectively, r and q form a g-morphism (1,~): y(C,X)-t .d, 
and for P = Tqr$-’ (CA), we get 
which shows that (1) holds. 0 
7. General varieties of tree languages 
The varieties of tree languages considered in [24,25] are now redefined so that they 
include CX-languages for any C and X. Since the parts of such a variety corresponding 
to different alphabets are related with each other through inverse g-morphisms of term 
algebras and these are similar to the inner alphabetic homomorphisms used by Jurvanen 
et al. [14], our tree language varieties are in essence the same as theirs although we 
use separate leaf alphabets which serve as generating sets of the term algebras. 
A mapping %/ which assigns to each pair (Z,X) a set of CX-languages is called 
a family of tree languages. We write $/ = { v(C,X)} with the understanding that C 
and X range over all ranked alphabets and finite alphabets, respectively. If ?“(C,X) C 
Rec(C,X) for all C and X, ,p- is a family of regular tree languages. For any such 
families ‘1/ = {@(C,X)} and 7 I_ = { 7’(C,X)}, equality and inclusion are defined so 
that 
(1) & = Y iff ‘u(C,X) = v“(C,X) for all choices of C and X, and 
(2) ‘2! C ^Y- iff %(C,X) C ^Y‘(C,X) for all choices of C and X. 
The intersection n% and the union U% of a class % of families of tree languages 
are similarly defined by componentwise operations. 
Definition 7.1. A family v = { Y‘(C,X)} of tree languages is a general uariety of tree 
languages (GVTL) if the following conditions hold for all C,QX and Y. 
(TO) 0 # ~f(.Z,X) C Rec(C,X). 
(Tl) If T E V(Z,X), then T(C,X) - T E y“(C,X). 
(T2) If T, U E U-(C,X), then T n U E Y(Z,X). 
(T3) If T E V(C,X) and p E Ct(Z,X), then p-‘(T) E V(Z,X). 
(T4) If T E V(sZ, Y) and (I, cp): .F(C,X) + ,F(Q, Y) is any g-morphism, then Tq-’ 
E V(C,X). 
The class of all GVTLs is denoted by GVTL. 
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The least GVTL is Triv = { (8, T(Z,X)}}, and Ret = {Rec(C,X)} is the greatest 
GVTL. The intersection of any GVTLs is again a GVTL, and therefore every family Q 
of regular tree languages is contained in a unique smallest GVTL, the GVTL generated 
by 42, GVTL(@) = n {v E GVTL: @ & v}. It is also easy to show that the union of 
any directed family of GVTLs is a GTVL, and hence the following fact. 
Proposition 7.2. (GVTL, C) is an algebraic lattice in which inf(9) = n F and 
sup(y) = GVTL(U 9) for all B & GVTL, the least element is Triv, and the greatest 
element is Rec. 
The following lemma can be proved exactly as the corresponding fact in [25]. 
Proposition 7.3. If’ ?‘” is a GVTL and T E v(C,X) for some C and X, then every 
&--class is also in v(Z,X). 
The next proposition shows that reduced syntactic algebras agree well with GVTLs. 
Proposition 7.4. Let v be a GVTL, and let T E Rec(C,X) and U E Rec(Q Y), for 
some C,Q,X and Y. If RA(T)E,RA(U), then TE”Y(C,X) @UEY(QY). 
Proof. Let d = (A, r) EI, RA( T) Ey RA( U). From the syntactic g-morphisms of T and 
U we get two g-epimorphisms (r, cp) : F(C,X) 4 d and (K, t+k) : r(52, Y) + d such 
that T = Kq-’ and U = LI+-’ for some K, L GA. Moreover, it can be assumed that for 
every aEA, acp-’ is a &-class and a$-’ is a Bu-class. Suppose that T E v(C,X). 
Then by Proposition 7.3 acp-’ E %‘“(C,X) for every a E A. Since 1 and cp are surjec- 
tive, we can define an assignment A : 52 ---t C such that A = IC, and then a g-morphism 
(A, q) : y(s2, Y) + 9(1,X) for which qcp = $. Now 
U = L$-’ = IJ (acp-‘)q-’ E v(sZ, Y). 
llEL 
Similarly, U E ^Y-(52, Y) implies T E v(C,X). 0 
Let us consider some further examples of GVTLs. These include many of the well- 
known subfamilies of Ret studied in the literature. It is obvious that if v = {v(C,X)} 
is a GVTL, then for any C, the family vz = {v(Z,X)}, where C is now fixed, but X 
ranges over all finite alphabets, is a C-VTL in the sense of [25]. On the other hand, 
if 9’” is a family of tree languages such that vr is a C-VTL for every C, then v is 
a GVTL if it satisfies condition (T4). This fact can be used in many of the following 
examples since the corresponding C-VTLs have already been considered. 
Example 7.5. The family Nil is defined so that for any C and X, Nil(C,X) consists of 
all finite EC-languages and their complements with respect to T(C,X). Since Nilr is 
a Z-VTL for each C, the C-VTL corresponding to nilpotent Z-algebras [25], it suffices 
to verify that TcJ-’ E Nil(C,X) for any g-morphism (I, cp): y(C,X) + y-(52, Y) and 
any T E Nil( s1, Y ). 
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The height hg(t), the root symbol root(t) and the set sub(t) of subtrees of a EC-tree 
t are defined so that 
(1) hg(t)=O, root(t)=t, and sub(t)=(t), for tEXU&, and 
(2) if t=f(tl,..., t,) (m>O), then hg(t)=max(hg(tl) ,..., hg(t,)) + 1, root(t)=f‘, 
and sub(t) = sub(ti ) U. u sub(t,) U {t}. 
Example 7.6. In this example we consider the families of definite, reverse definite 
and generalized definite tree languages. The definitions of these families are those 
of Heuter [8-lo] with the modifications introduced in [25] (and omitting the usual 
‘weakly’ attributes). 
A string language L is dejinite [ 181 if there is a k 3 0 such that if two words u and L’ 
have the same suffix of length k, then u EL iff u EL. In a tree the natural counterparts of 
suffixes are its root-segments. The k-root rk(t) of a Zf-tree t (k >O), is defined so that 
(0) n,(t) = a, for every t, where E is a new symbol representing an empty root segment, 
(1) ri(t)=root(t), for every t, and 
(2) fork32,rk(t)=tifhg(t)<k,andrk(t)=f(rk_l(tl),...,rk_,(tm))ifhg(t)3kand 
t = f(t,, . . ) tm). 
A CX-language T is k-dejinite (k 30) if for any XC-trees s and t such that rk(s) = 
rk(t), s E T iff t E T. Let Defk be the family of all k-definite tree languages. The family 
Def of all dejinite tree languages is the union of the families Defk (k 20). 
For any ka0 and t E T(C,X), let Sk(t)= {s~sub(t): hg(s)<k}. Subtrees corre- 
spond to prefixes of strings, and hence a CX-language T is called reverse k-definite, 
if for any CX-trees s and t, if Sk(s) = Sk(t) and s E T, then t E T. A tree language is 
reverse dejnite if it is reverse k-definite for some k 2 0. The family of all reverse k- 
definite tree languages (k > 0) and the family of all reverse definite tree languages are 
denoted by mefk and RDef, respectively. Finally, for any h, k 2 0, a EC-language T 
is h, k-definite, if for any EC-trees s and t, if Sh(s) = &(t) and rk(s) =rk(t), then s E T 
iff t E T. A tree language is generalized deJnite if it is h, k-definite for some h, k 30. 
The families of all h, k-definite tree languages and the family of all generalized definite 
tree languages are denoted by GDefh.k and GDef, respectively. 
As noted in [25], restricted to any given C, the families Defk, Def, RDefk, Reef, 
GDefh,k and GDef(h, k 20) form C-VTLs. They also satisfy condition (T4), and 
therefore are GVTLs, since for any g-morphism (I, cp): .y(Z,X) -+ 7(52, Y) and any 
s, t E T(.&X), 
(1) rk(s) = rk(t) hIplieS rk(s(p) = rk(t(P), and 
(2) Sk(s) = Sk(t) implies S&(p) = Sk(@). 
Example 7.7. The set fork(t) of forks of a EC-tree t is defined [6] so that 
(1) fork(t)=0 for tE&UX, and 
(2) fork(t)=fork(t,)U...Ufork(t,)U{f(root(tl),...,root(t,))} for t = f(tl,...,tm). 
The (finite) set of all forks of IX-trees is denoted by fork(C,X). For any sets 
R( C C UX) and F(c fork(C,X)), the EC-language SL(R,F) is defined so that for 
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any t E T(C,X), t E SL(R,F) iff root(t) ER and fork(t) C F. Tree languages of this 
form are local in the strict sense and we denote their family by SLoc. The com- 
plement of a strictly local U-language is not necessarily in SLoc(Z,X), and hence 
SLoc is not a GVTL. However, the family Lot of local tree languages which is de- 
fined so that for all Z and X, Loc(C,X) is the Boolean closure of SLoc(C,X), is 
a GVTL. Each LOCI is a C-VTL [25]. Since inverse morphisms commute with all 
Boolean operations, it therefore suffices to verify (T4) for the sets SL(R,F). Indeed, 
if (1, cp) : r(C,X) + y-(52, Y) is a g-morphism and T = SL(R,F) is in SLoc(R, Y), 
then TV-’ E Loc(C,X) holds since for any s, t E T(Z,X), root(s) = root(t) implies 
root(q) = root(tq), and fork(s) = fork(t) implies fork(scp) = fork(@). 
The product p.q of two Z-contexts p and q is defined as the XX-context which is 
obtained when the 5 in q is replaced by p. It clear that Ct(Z,X) then forms a monoid 
in which 5 is the unit element. The powers p” (n > 0) of a Z-context p are defined 
so that p” = 5, and p” = p”-’ .p for n > 0. If t is a X-tree and p a ,X-context, t.p 
is the U-tree obtained from p by substituting t for i”. 
Example 7.8. A regular XX-language T is aperiodic [30,11, 191 if there exists an 
n30 such that for all t E T(C,X) and q,r E Ct(Z,X), t.q”+‘.r E T iff t.qn.r E T. If 
T is aperiodic, then the smallest n for which the above condition is satisfied, the 
index of aperiodicity of T, is denoted by ia( Let Ap = {Ap(C,X)} be the family of 
aperiodic tree languages. It is immediately clear that Ap satisfies conditions (TO)-(T3). 
For example, (T3) follows from the fact that if T E Ap(C,X) and p E Ct(Z,X), then 
for n = ia( T), 
t.q”+’ .rc p-‘(T) H t.q”+’ .r.pET H t.q”.r.pET w t.qn.rEp-‘(T), 
for all t E T(C,X) and q,r E Ct(C,X). 
To verify (T4), consider a g-morphism (z,cp): y(C,X) -+ y(sZ, Y) and let T E 
Ap(Q, Y). We can extend the g-morphism in a natural way to CX-contexts by putting 
[tp = r. Then for n = ia( T) and any t E T(.Z,X) and q, r E Ct(Z,X), 
t.q”+’ .r~ Tc/-’ @ t4o GvPY+’ .rcp~ T H tcp.(qq)“.rqE T H t.q”.r E Tq-‘, 
which shows that TV-’ E Ap(C,X). 
Example 7.9. The tree languages recognizable by deterministic root-to-frontier tree 
recognizers (which process an input tree deterministically from the root to the leaves) 
form a proper subfamily DRec of Ret which is closed under neither union nor com- 
plement (cf. [6]). For any Z and X, let BDRec(C,X) be the Boolean closure of 
DRec(C,X). In [12,13] it is shown that for any C, BDRecz = {BDRec(C,X)} is a 
C-VTL. It is now easy to prove that BDRec = {BDRec(C,X)} is a GVTL by show- 
ing that if T is recognized by a deterministic root-to-frontier RY-recognizer, then 
Tqo-’ E DRec(Z,X) for any g-morphism (I, q) : F-(,X,X) 4 F(Q, Y). 
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8. Varieties of finite g-congruences 
For any C and X, let 
FC(C,X) = {H E Con(s(Z,X)): T(C,X)/% is finite}. 
and 
GFC(C,X) = {(cJ, %) E GCon(y(Z,X)): 6 E FC(C,X)}. 
Clearly, FC(C,X) is a filter of the lattice Con(T(Z,X)) from which it also inherits 
the V-and A-operations. Most of the following lemma follows from Lemma 3.13. 
Lemma 8.1. Let (1, cp) : r(C,X) + 9(Q, Y) be a g-morphism. 
(a) If 6 E FC(S2, Y), then Brn E FC(Z,X). 
(b) If (o,%) E GFC(SZ, Y), then (cc),, 6,) E GFC(C,X). 
By a family of jinite g-congruences we mean a mapping $? which assigns to each 
pair (C,X) a subset @(Z,X) of GFC(C,X). We write +5={g(C,X)}. 
Definition 8.2. A family of finite g-congruences @ = {+Z(C,X)} is a variety of $nite 
g-congruences (GVFC) if the following three conditions hold for all C,QX and Y. 
(Cl ) For every CJ E Er(C), 
%‘(C,X), = (6 E FC(C,X): (rr, %) E ?Z(C,X)} 
is a filter of FC(C,X), 
(C2) If (a, 6) E g(C,X), r E Er(C) and r C_ M(6), then (r, %) E @‘(C,X). 
(C3) If (w, 6) E g(sZ, Y) and (1, cp) : .F(Z,X) + F(Q, Y) is any g-morphism, then (o,, 
6,) E ‘e(C,X). 
The class of all GVFCs is denoted by GVFC. 
Lemma 8.3. If’?Z is a GVFC, the jbllowing hold for my C und X. 
(a) rf’ (T Z r for some CT,T E Er(C), then Gf?(C,X), g S’(Z,X),. 
(b) If z,PEGFC(C,X), rc~9(C,X) and n<p, then ~EO(C,X). 
(c) rf’ 7c,p E VT(C,X), then TX A p E @(,X,X). 
Proof. All of these facts follow directly from Definition 8.2. As an example we prove 
(c). If 7-t = (z,y) and p = (a, %), then t n CT 5 z C M(q) and 71 E ‘e(C,X) imply by (C2) 
that (rno,y)~g(C,X). Similarly, (T~~,%)EV(C,X), and hence n~p~(e(c,X) by 
(Cl). 0 
Inclusions, equalities, intersections and unions of families of finite congruences are 
defined by the natural componentwise conditions and operations. Then the intersection 
of any GVFCs is a GVFC, and for any family 9 of finite g-congruences, we get the 
GVFC generated by 9 as the intersection GVFC(g) = n {g E GVFC : 22 C %}. The 
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union of any directed family of GVFCs is also a GVFC, and (GVFC, &) is an alge- 
braic lattice in which inf(9) = n 9 and sup(F) = GVFC(U 9)) for any 9 C GVFC. 
The greatest element of the lattice is {GFC(C,X)} and the least element is {Er(C) x 
The GVFC generated by a given family of finite congruences 
more constructively as follows. 
can also be described 
Lemma 8.4. Let 9 be a family of finite g-congruences such that Q(C,X) #0 for 
all C and X. If (0, e) E GFC(Z,X), then (o,e) E GVFC(B)(C,X) @for some k 2 1, 
there exist for each i, 1 ,<i,< k, a ranked alphabet C’, an alphabet Xi, a g-congruence 
(oi, 6i) E 5S(C’,X’), and a g-morphism (li, qi) : r(C,X) 4 r(C’,X’) such that 
Proof. It is easy to verify that if V = {%?(C,X)} is the family of finite g-congruences 
formed by the finite g-congruences (o,(9) which satisfy the condition of the lemma, then 
(1) 9 G 97, (2) %? is a GVFC, and (3) if 6 is a GVFC and 9 C 8, then V C 8. 0 
As a conclusion of the section we explicate the relation between GVFCs and the 
C-VFCs of [25]. For a family of finite g-congruences @ = {%(C,X)}, and any C and 
X, set 
gz(X) = (0 E FC(Z,X) : (a, 0) E %7(&X) for some CJ E Er(C)}, 
and for any fixed Z, let @z = {go}, where X ranges over all finite alphabets. The 
following proposition can be proved in a straightforward manner. 
Proposition 8.5. If 97 = {%?(Z, X)} is a GVFC, then %?z = {%z(X)} is a C- VFC for 
every C, i.e. for all X and Y, 
(1) %‘r is a Jilter of FC(C,X), and 
(2) if l3 E @‘z(Y) and IJI : y(C,X) + r(C, Y) is a morphism, then tlcp E %?z(X). 
On the other hand, if %? = {%?(C,X)} is a family of finite g-congruences such that 
(a) gz = {g&X)} is a C-VFC for every Z, 
@I W&Q # 0 for 
(c) Q? satisfies (C3), 
then %? is a GVTL. 
all C,X and o E Er(C), and 
9. The variety theorem 
We show now that the lattices (GVFA, (I), (GVTL, (I), and (GVFC, G) are isomor- 
phic with each other. This fact together with the composition laws of the isomorphisms 
constitutes our variety theorem. 
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Definition 9.1. For any class K of finite algebras, we define a family of recognizable 
tree languages K’ and a family of finite g-congruences KC so that for any 1 and X, 
K’(C,X)= (7-C T(.Z,X): RA(7’)cK) 
and 
Lemma 9.2. Let K and L be any classes of finite algebras. 
(a) rf K c L, then Kt C L’ and KC c L”. 
(b) If K E GVFA, then K’ E GVTL and KC E GVFC. 
(c) If K E GVFA, then for any C and X, 
K’(C,X)= {TC T(C,X): SA(T)EK} 
and 
Proof. Part (a) is obvious. Assume that KEGVFA. 
First we verify that K’ is a GVTL. For any C, KZ consists of finite Z-algebras 
and contains at least the trivial C-algebras. Hence, 8 #K’(C,X) C: Rec(C,X) for all 
choices of C and X, and Kt satisfies condition (TO). Conditions (Tl)-(T4) follow 
from Proposition 6.8 and the fact that K is a GVFA. 
Next we show that KC satisfies the conditions of Definition 8.2. It is clear that 
for any C and X, O#KC(C,X)~GFC(C,X). Let agEr(C) and ~,~‘EFC(Z,X). 
If H C 8’ and OEK~(C,X),, then ~(Z,X)/(~,O)EK which implies S(C,X)/(cr, Q’)EK 
by 3.12(d), and hence ~‘EK~(C,X),. If 6,8’ EK~(C,X),, then S(Z,X)/(cr,e) and 
F(C,X)/(a,0’) are both in K, and therefore ~(Z,X)/(~,B~IO’)EK by Lemma 3.16. 
Hence 0 n B’EKC(C,X),. We have shown that KC(C,X), is a filter of FC(C,X)). Con- 
dition (C2) follows directly from 4.9(b). For the proof of (C3), consider a g-morphism 
(I,c~):.~(C,X)-+~(SZ,Y) and let (w,O)EK~(QY). Then ~(Q,Y)/(~,Q)EK. Since 
y(C,X)/(w,, 0,) & F(sZ, Y)/(w, (3) by Lemma 3.13, this shows that F(C,X)/(w,, 8,) 
E K, and hence (o,, 0,) E KC(C,X). 
Part (c) follows from Lemma 4.9. 0 
Definition 9.3. With any family ^I“ of recognizable tree languages we associate the 
GVFA 
9”’ = GVFA({RA(T): TE Y(C,X) for some C and X}), 
and the family of finite g-congruences Yc which is defined so that for any C and X, 
7’c(C,X) is the set 
{(a,QEGFC(C,X): or, n... n8, 20 for some k>l and T,,...,Tk~~(C,X)}. 
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It is just a matter of convenience that we used ordinary syntactic congruences of 
tree languages for defining vc; expressed in terms of reduced syntactic congruences 
the definition would be more complicated. In the following lemma, which follows from 
Lemma 4.9, we note that %ra could also be defined using ordinary syntactic algebras 
rather than reduced syntactic algebras. 
Lemma 9.4. For any family V of recognizable tree languages, 
CP = GVFA( { SA( T): T E f( Z, X) for some C and X}). 
Lemma 9.5. Let ~2 and V be families of recognizable tree languages. 
(a) Ij” % C ^Y, then +?a c Va and W C V. 
(b) Zf -Y-E GVTL, then Va E GVFA and Vc E GVFC. 
Proof. The first half of the lemma is obvious. Suppose now that YEGVTL. That +$‘“a 
is a GVFA follows directly from the definition. It remains to be shown that vc is a 
GVFC. 
(Cl) Let 0 EEL and denote ?P(Z, X), by F. We have to show that F is a filter 
of FC(C,X). Firstly F # 8 since 8 E %‘“(Z,X) implies that at least (0, c7r(z,x,) E v’(C, 
X). If O,qEF, then OS, n...n(& CO, aCM(B), Or, n...nd, ctj and aCM(q) for 
some h, k > 1 and Sr , . . . , Sk, TI,. . . , Tk E “f(Z,X). But then also 8 n g E F since 
OS, n~.~ne,nO,, n...ntl, g8nfj 
and 
CT C M(B) n M(q) = M(6’n r/). 
It is even more obvious that r] EF whenever (3, tl E FC(Z,X), 8 C q and 6’ E F. 
(C2) It is clear that (o,B)E~~(Z;,X), r~Er(z) and rcM(8) imply (r,B)~-lr~(Z,x). 
(C3) Let (1, cp): y(C,X) + y(sZ, Y) be a g-morphism. If (0, B)E~~(SZ, Y), then &, 
n...n& CO, for some k31, TI ,..., Tk E “V(G?, Y) and cc) 2 M(0). This implies 
that 
@, > q o @T, n ’ ’ .n8TL)Ocp-‘=(CpO& O~-‘)n”‘n(~ot?Tk Oq-‘). 
By Lemma 5.6 each cp o dr, o cp -’ is the intersection of the syntactic congruences of 
the CX-languages p-‘(7;)(p-‘, where p~ct(C,X). Since c is recognizable, there 
is only finitely many different QY-languages p-‘(c). Moreover, every p-‘(Ti)cp-’ 
is in v(Z,X), and by Lemma 6.1(c) o, & z oM(O)o z-’ cM(8,). Hence (o,,e,)~ 
qc,x>. 0 
Definition 9.6. For any class %? of finite g-congruences, let %?a be the GVFA generated 
by the algebras y(C,X)/p, where PE%‘(C,X), for some C and X, and the family %? 
of recognizable tree languages is defined so that for any C and X, 
qt(&x)= {T c T(C,X): PTE%(.&X)}. 
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Lemma 9.7. Let % and 9 be families of jinite g-congruences. 
(a) If %? C 9, then W C Sa and ‘St C_ 9’. 
(b) rf ??EGVFC, then V is (I GVFA and V is a GVTL. 
(c) If?? is a GVFC, then 
%?‘=GVFA({~(C,X)/B: (d~,ti)~%(C,X).Jbr some C and X}) 
(d) If (i? is a GVFC, then for any .X und X, 
@(C,X)={Tc T(C,X): (Ll~,o,)E%Y(C,X)}. 
Proof. Part (a) is trivial. Let us assume that % is a GVFC. Then ?7’ is a GVFA by 
definition, and that et is a GVTL follows easily from the definition, Proposition 6.4 
and Lemma 8.3. For example, let (r, q): S(C,X)+S(Q, Y) be a g-morphism and 
suppose that T E gt(!2, Y ). Then pr E %?(a, Y) and hence, by the definition of a GVFC, 
(z,cp)op~.o(~,(~)-‘E~(C,X). On the other hand, 6.4(d) shows that (~,cp)op~o 
(I,(P)-’ <pTq-I. Therefore pr,,-l E%(C,X) by Lemma 8.3(b), and Tq-’ E%?(C,X) 
follows. Thus we have proved that (6’ satisfies also (T4). 
Assertions (c) and (d) follow from Definitions 8.2 and 9.6 and Lemma 4.9. Cl 
We have now shown that K +-+ K’, K H KC, ?“H%“~, etc., define isotone mappings 
between the lattices (GVFA, C), (GVTL, C) and (GVFC, C). To prove that they are 
isomorphisms, it suffices to show that they form pairs of mutually inverse mappings. 
Lemma 9.8. If’ K is a GVFA, then K’” = K. 
Proof. The inclusion Kta C_ K is valid since the algebras RA( T), where T E K’(C,X) 
for some C and X, which generate Kta are, by the definition of K’, also in K. On the 
other hand by Proposition 6.13, K is generated by the r-syntactic algebras it contains. If 
sil is such an algebra, then by Proposition 6.15, d gg RA( T), for some T g T(C,X), 
where X is large enough. Now T EK~(C,X), and this implies &‘EK~“. Hence K’” 2 K 
holds, too. 0 
Lemma 9.9. If’ Y is u GVTL, then V’ = 7“. 
Proof. The inclusion Y‘ C ,ffrat - IS obvious since T E V( Z,X) implies that RA( T) E ?-a. 
Suppose now that T EV’~(C,X). By Corollary 4.8 and Lemma 9.4 this means that 
SA(T) < K(SA(U,) ,..., SA(Uk)), 
for some k 3 0, some ranked alphabets Z’ , . . . , Ik, alphabets X1,. . ,Xk, tree languages 
U,~^lr(C’,X’),...,Ijk~y(~~,x~), and an assignment K:CAC'X...~C~. For each 
i, 1 <i < k, we denote r(C’,X’) by 5, and SA(Ui) by &; = (Ai, C). By Proposi- 
tion 6.16 there exist a morphism q~ : y(Z:,X) ---f ~(&r,. . , .&,, ) and a subset P of 
Al X.,.X& such that T=Pq-‘. For each i, l<i<k, let rp;:$+&,, t_tUi, be 
the syntactic morphism of Vi, and define the assignment ,I; : C + Z’ so that if g E C and 
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@)=(f1,..., fk), then &(g)=h. The syntactic morphisms (Pi yield an epimorphism 
fj:ic(Tj )...) &)-+K(sd ,,..., dk),(fl,... ,tk)H(tlUl,...,tkUk), 
and for each i, we have the g-morphisms 
and 
Moreover, it is clear that ZiCpi = qrci (i = 1, . . , k). Since rl is surjective, there is mapping 
$* :X+ T(C’,X’) x . . . x T(Ck,Xk) 
such that x&q =x’p for every x in X. The mapping $a can be extended to a morphism 
and then II/q=q. 
We may express T as the union of finitely many sets acp-’ with a = (al,. . . , ak) EP. 
For each of these sets the equality YZi = Il/riCpi yields the representation 
acp -‘=n{ai(cpZi)-‘: l,<i~n}=n{(ai~~~‘)(~~j)-‘: ldi<?Z}, 
where every aiqi’ is a Ou,-class and therefore belongs to v(C’, Xi) by Proposition 7.3. 
Now the definition of a GVTL implies (aicplT1)($zi)-’ EY(J?,X). Hence each acp-’ 
is in Y(C,X), and therefore finally TEY(Z,X). 0 
The previous results would already give the correspondence between GVFAs and 
GVTLs, but first we complete the picture by adding the GVFCs to it. 
Lemma 9.10. Zf 92 is a GVFC and sz2 is a C-algebra, then dMa iff there exist an 
alphabet X and an epimorphism cp :F(C,X)-+ d such that (AX, ker 9) &?(C,X). 
Proof. If &E@‘, then by Corollary 4.8 ~~~(~(~1,X’)/81,...,~(~k,Xk)/ek) for 
some k>, 1, ranked alphabets C’, . . . , Ck, alphabets X1,. . . ,Xk, g-congruences p; = 
(ai,Oi)E%‘(Z’,X’) (I<i<k), and an assignment K:C-+C’ x ... xCk. Let us again 
denote Y(C’,X’) by & (1 <i< k). Note that for the sake of simplicity we use the 
algebras s/Oi instead of the algebras K/pi; this can be done since $/pi cy $/Oi. 
By Lemma 4.7 there is an algebra g= (B, C) for which there exist an epimorphism 
11: 99-+d and a monomorphism cp : g + zc($/e,, . . . , rj/&). The algebra a is finite, 
and for some alphabet X, there is an epimorphism $ : .Y(C,X)-+&l. It is easy to see 
that B: (tl ,...,tk)‘+(tl& , . . . , tk& ) defines an epimorphism 
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of C-algebras. For each i, 16 id k, define Ai : Z -+C’ so that, if rc(g)=(ft,...,fk) for 
g E C, then gi+ = fi. Then the ith projection yields a g-morphism 
(~i,71i):ti(~,...,~~)~~~. 
Finally, we may define a morphism 
y:S(C,X)-+rc(~ I,..., 5k) 
such that yfi=Il/q. For the morphism rl/q:y(C,X)+d, we get 
kerIl/q>ker$=ker$cp=kery~=n{Yrcio0;0(Yrci)-’: l<ibk}. 
For each i, (Ibi, yni) : F(C,X)+z is a g-morphism and 
(i-10 0i 0 ii’,yTCi 0 0i 0 (yTCi)-‘)E%(C,X). 
This means that there is a g-congruence ((T, Q)&‘(C,X) such that ker $n > 0, and 
therefore (cr, ker Ii/y) E%(C,X), which implies (dz, ker $q) &?(C,X). 
The converse part of the lemma is obvious. 0 
Lemma 9.11. Zf K is a GVFA, then KCa = K. 
Proof. Let d = (A, C) be a finite algebra. If d E KCa, then by Lemma 9.10 there is 
for some alphabet X an epimorphism cp: F(C,X)+d such that (dz, ker ~)EK~(C,X). 
But then 
Suppose now that ~EK. For some X, there is an epimorphism cp: ~(J?,X)+,EZ, 
and then (dx,ker ~)EK~(C,X). This implies d g, y(C,X)/(dz,ker ~)EK~~. 0 
Lemma 9.12. Zt” %? is a GVFC, then PC = 97 
Proof. Consider any C and X. The inclusion %(C,X) z%?ac(C,X) follows directly from 
the definitions of za and qac. For the converse inclusion, suppose that (G, ~)E%~~(Z:,X) 
and denote F(C,X) by y-. Then F/(0, B)Ma and Lemma 4.9 implies that F/~E%?~. 
By Lemma 9.10 there exist a Y and an epimorphism $ : y(z‘, Y)--+5/0 such that 
(dz, ker $)M(C, Y). Furthermore, let vg : S-+F/tl, t H to, be the canonical epimor- 
phism of 5 onto S/d. Since $ is surjective, we may define a morphism q : F+ 
.T(C, Y) such that cp$ = vo. Now 
8=kervo=kercp$=cpo(kerIC/)oq-’ 
implies (dr,B)M(C,X). Since ocM(8), this means that also (~,@)E%(C,X). q 
The isomorphism of (GVFA, C) and (GVFC, C) follows from Lemmas 9.2, 9.7, 9.11 
and 9.12. Since we already know that (GVFA, &)%(GVTL, s), this means that also 
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(GVFC, C) and (GVTL, 2) are isomorphic, and the following composition laws show 
that YHY’ and %‘H%? form a mutually inverse pair of isomorphisms between them. 
Proposition 9.13. 
(a) Kc’ = K’ for every GVFA K. 
(b) Yac=Yc for every GVTL Y. 
(c) ?Zta=%Ya for every GVFC %?. 
Proof. To prove (a) it suffices to note that, for any U-tree language T, 
TEK’(Z,X) iff RA(T)EK iff PTEK~(C,X) iff TEK~‘(Z,X). 
Next we consider part (b). If (~~,O)EY(C,X), for any Z and X, then or, n. .. n 
Q~~ce, for some kal and Tl,..., Tk~V”(Z,X). Thus, Y(Z,X)/e 5 SA(T,) x . . . x 
SA(Tk) which implies F(Z,X)/~E Ya. By Lemma 4.9 also Y(Z,X)/(a, B)gYa and 
hence (~,~)EY/““(C,X). On the other hand, if (~,B)EP~(C,X), then Y(C,X)/(cr,0) 
E Ya, and hence 
S(U-)P + K(SA(TI ), . . , WTk)), 
for some k 3 1, ranked alphabets C’, . . , Ck, alphabets Xl,. . . ,Xk, tree languages GE 
^y-(C’,X’) (i= l,... , k), and an assignment IC : C -+ C’ x . . . x Ck. By Lemma 4.7, for 
some C-algebra B, there is an epimorphism $ : 9i%+F(Z,X)/O and a monomorphism 
~/:g+lc(SA(Ti),..., SA(Tk)). We may also define a morphism cp : S(C,X)-tSi? for 
which rplc/ = VH, where VH is the canonical epimorphism from Y(C,X) onto Y(C,X)/0. 
For each i, i= l,..., k, denote Y(C’,X’) by z and let (lbi,rti): IC($,.. .,&)+z be 
the g-morphisms, where rci, is the ith projection and the assignment 2.i : C-C’ is defined 
so that if gA=(fi,..., fk), then giLi = h. Since 
rc:hr($ ,..., &+K-(SA(Tt) ,..., SA(Tk)), (ti ,..., tk)+-+(t,Ti ,..., tkTk), 
is an epimorphism, we may define a morphism 
for which yn = cpq. Then 
Since (a~,, Or, )E”~~‘(C’,X’) for every i, this shows by Lemma 8.4 that (o, QEY”(Z,X). 
To prove (c), consider any finite algebra d = (A, C). If d E%?‘, then 
1;4 4 K-(~(c’,x’)/p,,. .,s(Ck,Xk)/&), 
for some k>l, C’ , . . . , Ck, X’, . . . ,Xk, an assignment IC : Z-+C’ x . . x Zk, and some 
g-congruences pi = (rri, 0i)E %Y(C’,X’) (1 <i <k). We may also assume that for each i, 
Bi = M(0;), and then p; is the infimum of finitely many reduced syntactic congru- 
ences, so it can be supposed that pi itself is the syntactic g-congruence of some 
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7; (C T(C’,X’)). Then Z’ic%“(C’,X’) and Y(Ci,X’)/piE%?ta (1 <i<k). This shows 
that ~2 E %Yta. 
If .& e?Zta, then there are tree languages T, &Z”(C’,X’), . . , T, E%?(C~,X~) such that 
&+K(RA(TI) ,..., RA(Tk)). On the other hand, pr, E%(c’,x’) ,..., pr, E’G 
(Ck,Xk) implies RA( Ti ), , RA(Tk)Ma, and hence .d E ‘Z?. 0 
The remaining composition laws follow from the above results. For example, for 
any GVTL Y, Ycr =(Yac)t =(Y’a>,t = Yat = Y” by Proposition 9.13(b), (a) and 
Lemma 9.9. 
Corollary 9.14. For uny GVFA K, any GVTL Y“ und uny GVFC %?, 
(a) Yt = “Y‘, qtc = %?, 
(b) KtC = KC, v’ca = “I/-a, and gat = qt. 
The results of this section can be summed up as follows. 
Proposition 9.15. The mappings 
GVFA + GVTL, K H K’, GVTL + GVFA, -L-H -I -, 
the mappings 
GVFA --+ GVFC, K H KC, GVFC + GVFA, % H %‘“, 
und the mappings 
GVTL i GVFC, -f. H Y”‘, GVFC + GVTL, v ++ gf, 
form three pairs of mutuully inverse isomorphisms between the lattices (GVFA, (I), 
(GVTL, C ) and (GVFC, 2). Moreover, 
KC’ = K’, KtC = KC, -$-ca = ^I ‘a, ,J’-aC = Y-C, (eat = $$t and C$ta = ~$a, 
whenever K E GVFA. YE GVTL and %? E GVFC. 
10. Syntactic monoids and GVTLs 
The syntactic monoids of tree languages considered here were introduced by Thomas 
[29,30], and they were studied further by Salomaa [20]. This concept agrees well with 
our use of translations and contexts. A similar notion is used also in [ 15, 161 although 
the formalism is quite different from ours. In this section we show that if a family 
of tree languages can be characterized by syntactic monoids and varieties of finite 
monoids, it forms a GVTL and can therefore be defined also by reduced syntactic 
algebras. 
A nonempty class M of finite monoids is a variety of jinite monoids (VFM), if 
it is closed under forming submonoids, epimorphic images and finite direct products. 
We shall again regard Ct(Z,X) as a monoid with the product p. q defined as before. 
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Definition 10.1. The syntactic m-congruence of a CX-language T is the equivalence 
pr on Ct(C,X) defined so that for any p,qECt(C,X), 
pprq iff (VtET(C,X))(VrECt(C,X))[t~p~rET H t.q.rET]. 
The syntactic monoid SM(T) of T is the quotient monoid Ct(C,X)/pr. 
It is clear that pr really is a congruence on Ct(C,X), and that SM(T) is a well- 
defined monoid. It is also easy to show that pr is the greatest congruence on Ct(C,X) 
which saturates T in the sense that if p pT q, then for any t E T(Z,X), t. PE T iff 
t.qET. 
The translation monoid of an algebra d is the monoid which Tr(&) forms with 
the composition of translations as the product and the identity mapping as the unit 
element. This monoid Tr(&) is also the translation monoid of any CX-recognizer 
A = (a!, c(, F). In [20] it was shown that the syntactic monoid SM(T) of a CX-language 
T is isomorphic to the translation monoid of the minimal ZX-recognizer of T. This 
means that T is a recognizable tree language iff SM(T) is finite. 
Definition 10.2. For any class M of finite monoids, the family Mt = {M’(C,X)} of 
tree languages is defined so that if T C T(Z,X), then T EM~(C,X) iff SM(T)eM. 
To characterize a family of recognizable tree languages Y by syntactic monoids 
means that one exhibits a VFM M for which V=M’. 
Proposition 10.3. For any VFM M, Mt is a GVTL. 
Proof. Let M be a VFM. Clearly, Mt satisfies (TO). In [20] it was shown that 
SM(T(Z,X) - T) = SM(T), SM(T n U) 4 SM(T) x SM(U), and 
SMW1(T)+ WV, 
for any T,UCT(Z,X) and p~ct(C,X). These facts imply that M’ satisfies (Tl)- 
(T3). For proving (T4) we need a corresponding result for inverse g-morphic images. 
Let (I, cp): r(C,X) -+ y(fJ, Y) be a g-morphism and let T EM’(S~, Y). The 
g-morphism (1, rp) defines a monoid morphism cp* : Ct(Z,X) + Ct(Q, Y) by the condi- 
tions 
(1) &+ =4, and 
(2) f(ti, . . . . p,...,tm)q*=fr(ti(P ,..., pq* ,..., t,q) for m>O, fez:,, tiET(C,X) 
and p E Ct(C,X). 
It is clear that (t.p)q=tq.ppcp*, for any tET(C,X) and p~ct(C,X). The cp*-image 
M = Ct(C,X)cp* of Ct(C,X) is a submonoid of Ct(Q, Y). If we denote the restriction 
of pr to M by 8, then M/l9 + SM(T). Let us denote the m-syntactic congruence of 
TV-’ by p. We claim now that 
t,kM/B+SM(T&), P’P*IOf+ PIP (Pact), 
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is an epimorphism. First of all, by the definition of M, every element of M/e can be 
given in the form p’p*/fI, where p~ct(C,X). Moreover, for all p,q EC~(Z,X), 
Pq*Ie = 4q*/e 
~(~itET(S2,Y))(~‘rECt(SZ,Y))[t.pcp*.rET @ t.qcp*.rET] 
* (~,t’ET(C,X)(~‘r’ECt(C,X))[t’cp. p’p* ‘Y”p* E T H t’q.q(P* .r’cp*ET] 
* (Vt’ET(C,X)(WECt(C,X))[t’.p~r’ET@’ # t’.q.r’ETc+-‘1 
* PIP = 4/P. 
Hence $ is a well-defined mapping. It is also surjective, and an easy computation 
shows that for all p,q~ct(C,X), 
(( ~48). (4~dw = (PW/Q)~C/. h4w. 
Moreover, (t/e)+ = (r(p*/e)$ = t/p. Hence SM( TV-’ ) + M/O + SM( T). This shows 
that M’ satisfies also (T4). 0 
It is obvious that not every GVTL can be obtained this way from a VFM, but for 
each VFM M, Mt is the greatest GVTL Y such that SM( T) EM for every T in $“. 
Example 10.4. Let us denote the label of the leftmost leaf of a Zf-tree or a CX- 
context t by Is(t); for a CX-tree t, ls(t)E& uX, and for a CX-context p, Is(p) may 
also be t. The family of tree languages y/ is defined so that v(C,X) consists of 
all CX-languages T such that for any t E T(C,X), t E T iff ls(t)~ T. Hence each T in 
Y‘( Z,X) corresponds to some subset of Co UX, the set of labels of the leftmost leaves 
of the trees in T. It is easy to see that %* is a GVTL. As an example we verify that 
it satisfies (T3). 
Let TEV(C,X) and pECt(C,X). If ls(p)#r, then ls(p(t))=ls(p) for every CX- 
tree t, and hence p-‘(T) equals either T(C,X) or 8. If Is(p) = 5, then always ls(p(t))= 
Is(f), and hence p-‘(T)= T. In any case P-~(T)E”I/‘. 
Suppose T E ‘V(C,X) and let S = T n (CO UX). If S = 8 or S = & UX, then p,u~ q 
for all p,qECt(C,X) and SM(T) is the trivial monoid. Otherwise, there are exactly 
three pT-classes: if we denote the pr-class of p (E Ct(Z,X)) by [p], and assume that 
YES and d E(ZO UX) - S, the three pT-classes are 
(1) [~l={pECt(wQ Wp)=5), 
(2) [c] = {pECt(C,X): ls(p)~S}, and 
(3) [dl= {PEWW’): Is(p) 4 S) 
Moreover, [<I is the unit element of SM(T) while [c] and [d] are right zeros. 
Hence, up to isomorphism, there are two monoids that are the syntactic monoid of 
some tree language in v. The same monoids are also the syntactic monoids of the 
tree languages in the GVTL ?W- which we obtain similarly as v by using instead of 
Is(t) the label rs(t) of the rightmost leaf of any tree t. Hence neither Y nor W is of 
the form Mt for any VFM M, and neither one can characterized by syntactic monoids. 
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On the other hand, it is easy to characterize them by reduced syntactic algebras. For 
example, if T C T(C,X), then T E V(Z,X) iff RA( r) is either a trivial algebra or it 
is g-isomorphic to the algebra d = ({ 1,2}, a), where 
(1) &, consists of two symbols c and d, ccp = 1, d,” = 2, and 
(2) for each mar - {0}, 52, consists of one symbol fm, and f$(ai,...,a,)=al 
for all ai,...,a,EA. 
The example used by Wilke [31] for showing that the reverse definite tree languages 
cannot be defined by syntactic semigroups can be adapted to our situation as follows. 
Example 10.5. Let C= & = {f,g} and X = {x, y}. If we define T as the set of all 
CX-trees having an x-labelled leaf, and U as the set of all CX-trees which have an 
f-labelled node, then both SM(T) and SM(U) are the 2-element monoid consisting 
of a unit element and a zero element. On the other hand T is reverse definite, but U 
is not. To replace syntactic monoids by syntactic semigroups by omitting 5 from the 
monoid Ct(C,X) does not change the situation. 
Definition 10.6. For any cIass M of finite monoids, let Ma be the class of all finite 
algebras d for which Tr(&) EM. 
Lemma 10.7. Let d = (A, C) and .9J = (B, a) be any algebras. 
(a) If d & B, then Tr(d) -X Tr(B). 
(b) Zf d tS .B, then Tr(d) + Tr(B). 
(c) Tr(K(d, a)) C Tr(4 x Tr(B) f or any g-product ~(-01, .4?) of d and 27. 
Proof. If d Cs B!, we may assume that A C B and C G 52. Let A4 be the submonoid of 
Tr(4Y) generated by all elementary translations f”(ai, . . . , 5,. . . , a,) such that m > 0, 
f EC, and al,..., a, EA. The mapping 
f”(al,. . . , 4, . . . , a,) H f,“(al, . . . , <, . . . , a,) 
can be extended to a monoid epimorphism cp : M + Tr(&), and hence Tr(d) + Tr(B). 
To prove (b), it suffices to note that if (z, cp) : S? + d is a g-epimorphism, then 
f ?b,, . . . $5,. . . > 6,). ___ 4zg(d ,,___, 4 ,..., d,) 
H (f$“(b, cp,. . . ,4,. . . , b,q) . . . . (h$“(d, q,. . . ,5,. . . , d,cp) 
defines an epimorphism of monoids from Tr(&?) onto Tr(d). 
To prove (c), consider a g-product ~(d, B) = (A x B, r), where K : r -+ C x Sz is 
some assignment. The mapping 
fK(.d3”)((al, bl ), . . . , 5,...,(a,,b,))H(g,d(al,...,5,...,am),h”(b,,...,r,...,b,)), 
where (g, h) = frc, of elementary translations can be extended in a natural way to a 
monoid monomorphism cp : Tr( rc( &, g)) -+ Tr( -01) x Tr(B). 0 
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The lemma yields directly the following result which assigns a GVFA to each VFM. 
Proposition 10.8. Zf M is u VFM, then M” is (I GVFA. 
The following proposition shows that for any VFM M, the GVTL M’ and the GVFA 
M” correspond to each other. 
Proposition 10.9. For any VFM M, M”’ = M’ und Mta = M” 
Proof. By the variety theorem the two identities are equivalent. Let us verify the first 
one. For any C,X and T ERec(C,X), 
TcMat(C,X) e RA(T)EM~ ti Tr(RA(T))EM e TEM’(C,X). 
Here we used the fact that Tr(RA(T)) ” Tr(SA( T)) 2 SM( T) for any tree language T. 
0 
Finally, let us note that if M and N are different VFMs, then Ma # Na and Mt #N’. 
This follows directly from the fact, shown in [20], that every finite monoid is isomor- 
phic to the syntactic monoid of a regular tree language. 
11. Concluding remarks 
Of course, many questions remain to be studied. First of all, the new algebraic 
apparatus should be analysed and developed further. Although the use of the generalized 
notions has been reduced considerably compared to the presentation in the preliminary 
version [26] of this paper, further simplifications should be possible. 
We have several examples of general varieties of tree languages, but only for the 
simplest ones the corresponding varieties of finite algebras are known. As in the theory 
of regular string languages, each variety presents a separate characterization problem 
which may be quite hard. Here it would be useful to have a general system for de- 
scribing the corresponding general varieties of finite algebras. 
We showed that every family of regular tree languages which can be characterized 
by syntactic monoids, can also be characterized by reduced syntactic algebras. In fact, 
if we know that ^ I’ is the family of all tree languages T such that the syntactic monoid 
SM( T) is in a given variety M of finite monoids, then we also have a characterization 
of 9 as the GVTL of all tree languages T such that the translation monoid of the 
reduced syntactic algebra RA(T) is in M. We have some examples of GVTLs which 
cannot be characterized by syntactic monoids, and more of such examples can certainly 
be found, but there are no general criteria for deciding whether or not a given GVTL 
can or cannot be defined by syntactic monoids. It could also be interesting to study the 
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systems of GVTLs, or the systems of GVFAs, which correspond to the same variety 
of finite monoids. 
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